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1. INTRODUCTION 
A finite semigroup is a finite set with an associative multiplication. In this 
paper only finite semigroups are considered. 
The foollowing basic result on homomorphisms between finite semigroups plays 
the same pivotai role in finite semigroup theory that the three isomorphism 
theorems for groups play in group theory. Let 9 denote S with an identity I 
added if S has no identity and otherwise Sr = S. Following Green [3] we write 
snZsz for sI and s2 members of the semigroup S iff S4, = A’%, and s,P = s,S’ 
(i.e., s1 and sa generate the same principal left and the same principal right ideals 
or, equivalently, wsr = s2 , xsz = s, , sly = s2 , s2x = sl all have sohrttions 
w, x, y, z in S), see [I, 41 for extensive background. 
2’ is an equivalence relation on S. homomorphisms on S can be ““1ocaiEy 
trivial-globally nontrivial” or “globally trivial--locally nontrivial” with respect 
to 2. Precisely the epilnorphism (equals onto ~o~z~~o~p~~5~ in this paper) 
0: S ++ T is a y(S)-epimorphism iff 8 restricted to each Z-class of S is one- 
to-one (i.e., O(sr) = O(s,) and s,S s2 imply s, = sa). The y(SP)-epimorphisms 
are locahy trivial-globally nontrivial epimorphisms on S. Since maximal 
subgroups of S are Z-classes (but not conversely) y(Z)-epimorphisn;ns are 
one-to-one on the subgroups of S. Dually, the epimorphism 6: S --z+- T is an 
&-epimorphism iff O(sr) = O(s,) implies s1Xs2 . The SF’-epimorphisms are 
globally trivial--locally nontriviaI since mod B (the equivalence relation 
induced by 8) is contained in S?. 
The following theorem is the basic theorem on homomorphisms. 
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We also consider the Green relation 9, see [3], with siYs, iff Ss, = Slsa 
(i.e., iff s, and sa generate the same principal left ideal iff ;vsl = si and xsa = s1 
have solutions y, x E 9). 8 is an equivalence relation on S, see [l, 3; 4, Chap. 7] 
for extensive background. As with H we define 0: S -+-t T to be an Z’-epi- 
morphism iff B(Q) = 0(s,) implies s&Y.Q , i.e., mod % is contained in 9. We say 
8: S --++ T is a ~-cpimorph~m iff % is one-to-one when restricted to each subgroup 
of s. 
Following von Neumann we say a E S is regular iff there exists e2 = e such 
that Sra = Sle. The restriction of 5?-epimorphisms to subsemigroups of their 
domain may not stay .9’-epimorphisms. We say 8: S -++ T is an 5?‘-epimorphism 
iff sr , ss regular and %(sJ = %(~a) implies s19’ss, (i.e. “9’-epimorphism on the 
regular elements”). The restriction of Y-epimorphism to subsemigroups of 
their domains remain Z’-epimorphisms, see [4, Chap. 8] or [6]. 
Written Read 
8: S -zj& T Z-epimorphism 
q: S --tip T Z-epimorphism 
8: s--H-p T 9’-epimorphism 
8: s --WY(~) T ~(~)-ep~morphism 
%:S-WyT ~-epimorphism 
Means 
%(s,) = %(~a) implies ~iZ.9~ . 
%(si) = %(s,) implies s19s2 . 
si , s, regular elements and %(sJ = 
%(~a) implies s,9s, . 
sr~sa and %(s,) = %(s,) implies 
Sl = s, . 
slZsz in a subgroup of S and 
%(s,) = %(~a) implies sr = sa . 
Clearly Z-epimorphism implies 9 epimorphism implies 9’-epimorphism. 
The property y(s)-epimorphism implies y-epimorphism. The y-, y(2)-, and 
9-epimorphisms are all preserved under restriction while zY- and &?-epimor- 
phism are not preserved under restriction. All five are preserved under composi- 
tion. 
We say C is co~~i~a~5~~aZ iff C ->y 1 (- i.e., the maximal subgroups of C are 
singletons). Equiv~ently, C -+,, 1 iff C -+,,(s) 1, see [4, Fact 7.2.32]. In general 
$-epimorphism does not imply y(Z)-epimorphism, however, see [lo]. 
The basic source of y- and y(H)-ep’ imorphisms is the following: Let CX, T be 
a se&direct product of C by T (see [4, Chap. 51) where Z: T -+ Endo is a 
homomorphism. Writing Z(t)(c) as “(c) we have (ci , t,)(c, , tz) = (c$(cJ, tit,) 
for (cj , tj) E C x T. If C is combinatorial, then 8: CXzU --f+,,(s) T, see [4, 
Proposition 8.3.241. The restriction of % to any subsemigroup of the semidirect 
product yields a y(Z)-epimorphism. 
Similarly let GX,M be a semidirect product of the monoid (equal semigroup 
with identity) M preceded by the group G with Z(l)(g) = g for g E G. Then 
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8: GXslM +p M and the restriction of 0 to any subsemigroup of the semi- 
direct product yields an 5?‘-epimorphism (see [4, Proposition 8.3.24]). 
By simply weakening the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 we obtain 
For Z-epimorphisms an “honest” Noether homomorphism theorem holds in 
the sense that if the kernels are given of each in the Schiitzenberger groups, then 
the entire epimorphism can be recovered, see [5; 71. For regular semigroups 
(equal every element is regular), if the kernels of an j/e-epimorphism restricted 
to each maximal subgroup are given, then the entire epimorphism can be 
recovered from these kernels. In general, the collection of ali #-epimor 
form a modular lattice. See the above references. 
On the other hand, no Noether-type homomorphism theorem holds for r- 
or y(&)-epimorphisms. Theorem 1.1 cleaves the epimorphisms into two types, 
A? and y(Z), of which the first has a classical Noether-type honaomorphism 
theoreAm while the second kind does not. The collection of all y- or alf y(X)- 
epimorphisms on S do not in general form a modular !attice. 
If one wishes to initiate a global study of all the epimorphisms on S and also 
wishes to obtain some measure of the “complexity” of the epimorphisms on 5’ 
it is quite reasonable to introduce the following definition especiahy after taking 
Corollary 1.2 into account. 
DEFINPTIBS 1.3. By definition #+&S) is the smallest nonnegative integer 8 
such that 8: S --f+ (I) can be decomposed as 6 == ~$?,~,-r .,. ~2~r&ol,, with 
a! 0 7 011 ,.“> an y-epimorphisms, and /$ , /?a ,. . ., PI1 Y-epimorphisms. The quantity 
#,-z~ is well defined by Corollary 1.2. 
##,+2(S) is a global property of the epimorphisms on S. Since y- 2nd 9- 
epimorphisms are preserved under restriction to subsemigroups of the domain 
we find T < S (read T is a subsemigroup of S) implies #,-s(T) < #YP&S). 
owever (rather surprisingly), S ++ T implies #“,-s(S) 3 #.,-z(T), is 
lzot true. For example, let P, be the semigroup of ali pa.rtially defined one-to-one 
maps of (I ,..., B> into itself under composition. It can be shown with little 
difficulty that #,-z,(P,) = n - 1. Let S, denote the symmetric group on E 
letters and consider the wreath product (0, 4) 1 ({I,..., IZ), S,) = Tn 9 see 
[4, Chap. 51. As a set T, = F((l,..., n>, (0, 1)) x Sn and (fI , ?~~)(,j~ , r2> == 
(A v-2) witha-) = fi(i>.Mj%~~ All ac t ions are right actions and (0, 1) denotes 
((0, 11, .) with . the usual multiplication; F(A, S) denotes the semigrou 
functions of r?! into the semigroup S under pointwise multiplication. 
8: Tn +-F P, by (f, r) -+ p so that domain(p) = {j E (I,..., n]: j(jj = I’i; 
and (;)p = (z), for a E domain(p). It is easy to verify that R is an epimorphism. 
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8 is called the Tilson map after its founder. It is not difficult to verify T, -,, 
S, -f’z 1. Thus #,-s( T,) = 1 and T, ++ P, and #Y-dp,( Tfl) < #,,-p(PJ 
for n 3 2. 
To remove this unpleasant property of #,-p, with respect to epimorphism 
we “smooth)’ Jf,-z, as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.4. #Y--dp(S) = min{#,-9(T): T - S>. We have 
&4i?~(O) = 0, (1.5a) 
S < T implies &p,(S) < &p(T), (1.5b) 
S --f+ T implies #-z(S) > &,-p(T), (1.5c) 
It is not difficult to show 
S --+3 T implies &-s(S) = #Y--dip,(T), (1.5d) 
s 3->p T implies #Y--8,(T) 9 &p,(S) G &,-dp,( T) + 1. (1.5e) 
It is not difficult to show that &-s, is the pointwise maximum of all the 
functions 0: Y --+ N, where Sp denotes all finite semigroups and N denotes the 
nonnegative integers, where B satisjies (1.5a), (1.5c), (1.5d), and (1.5e) with 
&,-z, replaced by 8. 
j$cv-&S) is a very global property of epimorphisms on S, in fact of epimor- 
phisms on all semigroups T which map onto S. Clearly, #Y-dp(S) = 0 iff S is 
combinatorial. &-&S) = 1 iff S is not combinatorial but a diagram exists like 
For example, &+p(PJ = 1 for n > 2. #V-lip(G) = 1 if G f 1 is a group. 
We notice in Definition 1.4 that the min operation is taken over an infinite set 
so it is not clear if &-z, is effectively computable (in the turning machine/ 
recursive’function sense) even given the multiplication table for S. The global 
character and importance of #Y-3, is clear, but how to compute its values is 
not clear. 
Trivially &_&S) < #,-z(S) for all S so #,-z, is an upper bound for 
?L22, * Clearly #Y-9(S) is effectively computable given the multiplication 
table for S. 
This paper is devoted to obtaining lower bounds for #Y-6p,(S) using the 
technical device of kernel systems for finite semigroups. 
Since &-6p, is the pointwise maximum of all functions 0: 9’ + N satisfying 
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(1.5a, c, d, e) we find that agy function 8: Y + M which satis$es (l.Sa, C, d, e) 
is a lower boundfor &k-p , i.e., O(S) < &p(S) fey all S E 9. 
Our original problem reduces to discovering some “easily computable” 
functions which satisfy (1.5a, c, d, e). We do just this in later sections, see [I I]. 
One could also introduce #y(zj-s, , #y(m)-z, , etc., and a similar theory 
could be developed. However, &-z, has a “geometric” interpretation in terms 
of wreath or semidirect products which we give next, which makes us favor this 
choice. For extensive background on the material which foliows see [4, Chap. 5; 
16; 181. 
Let (X, S) denote a faithful right transformation semigroup. Let (Xa , S,) t 
(Xl f S,) denote the wreath product. Thus (X, ) S,) ? (XI ) S,) = (X, x Xi , 
(X2 ) SJ w(X, , S,) = w) where W = (f: X, x XI ---;r X, x XI; there exists 
jr E S, , fz: XI ---f S, such that (x2 , xJf = (x2 . (q)j, ) xl *,$). W=F(X, ) A’,) x 
Sl as a set and (fi ,fJ(h’,h’) = (kfifl’d with 64h = Ch)f2~ . K%fiVA. 
Clearly W is the semidirect product F(X, , S,) XaS, with Z: S, +- Endo(F(Xr : 
Sd where G%)(f ))h) = fh . sr). Here F(XI ) S,) is the semigroup of a!1 
functions of X, into S, under pointwise products. As is well known, z is associative 
or 
(where = means isomorphism as right transformation semigroups). 
We write (X, S) 1 (Y, T), read (X, S) divides (Y, T), iff there exists T’ < T3 
Y’ _C Y, so that Y’T’ C Y’ and 8: Y’ -+-t X and q3: T’ 4-f S, with q3 an epi- 
morphism such that B(y’ . t’) = B(y’) I for all y’ E Y’, t’ E T’. Divides is a 
transitive, reflexive, antisymmetric relation. Intuitively divides is “epi of a sub” 
for right mapping semigroups. 
Define #o(S) to be the smallest nonnegative integer n such that (where (9, S) 
is the right regular representation sr . s = srs) 
is, s; I (Y?i 3 c,> 2 sxn > Gn) 1 (Yn-I. > c,-1) ?I .‘. iJ (4 > G) 9 wo 1 G.4 w 
where CO ,.. ., C, are combinatorial semigroups (maxirnal subgroups singletons) 
and (Xl z G),..., S-G, G,) are transformation groups. NG(S) is called the (group) 
co~pZe~~~~ of S. See the surveys [12, 16, 181 and the book [4] for an exposition of 
the theory and results for complexity. See the excellent new book [IS]. 
It is profound but true that #o(S) = #,-p(S). 
THEOREM 1.7 (See ES; II; 16; 181). #G(Sj = #y-&S) for all 5'. 
Essentially Theorem 1.7 boiis down to showing S ++v T implies ##) = 
#G(T), the so-calied “fundamental lemma of complexity.” 
As a corollary we obtain that if 8: ;40 -+ Nsatisfies (1.5a, c> d, e) then B(S) < 
#G(S) for alI S. Th e p roof of Theorem 1.7 is difficlult but the proof of this simple 
corollary is easily done directly, see Section 2. 
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After Theorem 1.7 the reader may consider the purely algebraic #,,-9 or the 
“geometric” #G . We simply write complexity(S) for &,-s,(X) = sLG(S). 
With the stronger lower bounds for complexity which we derive in this paper 
we are able to show (in Section 5) that the following two standing conjectures 
for complexity are false. 
If S is a semigroup and e2 = e E S, then clearly eSe is the unique maximal 
subsemigroup of S having e as the identity. 
Conjecture 1.8. Complexity(S) = max(complexity(eSe): e2 = e E S}. 
If 8: S --++ G with G a group with identity 1, then by definition ker(8) = 
{s E s: e(s) = l}. 
Conjecture 1.9. Let 8: S ---f-f G be an epimorphism of S onto the group G. 
Then 
complexity(S) < complexity(ker(0)) + 1. 
We show that Conjectures 1.8 and 1.9 are both false in Section 5. 
It is known that the lower bounds considered here are global (i.e., do not 
depend on only submonoids) but are not perfect, i.e., for some S our lower 
bounds are strictly less than complexity(S), but these bounds are very useful, as 
evidenced in disproving Conjectures 1.8 and 1.9. For “local” lower bounds for 
complexity see [14; 151. 
2. A VERY GENERAL METHOD TO OBTAIN LOWER BOUNDS FOR COMPLEXITY 
Let Y denote the set of all finite semigroups and let N = (0, 1, 2,...) denote 
the non-negative integers. The functions #G , &-z,: Y -+ N were defined in 
Section 1. (See Note (2.7) below.) The following theorem is the basis to obtaining 
lower bounds for #G and #Y-z~ . 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 19: Y --f N. Suppose 
S --++ T implies 8(S) > O(T), (2.2)(homo) 
S w+ T implies 6(T) + 1 > O(S), (2.3)(y) 
S y+ T implies O(S) = O(T), (2.4)(y) 
e((o}) = 0. (2.5)(o) 
Then for all S E Y, 6(S) < #G(S), and O(S) < &-p(S) OY 
0 G #G and e G f;y-9Lp’ . GW(W 
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Note 2.7. By Theorem 1.7 #G = &-zr . However, this is a profound 
theorem and we can easily prove Theorem 2.1 for both #ti and #.+z, directly 
from their definitions and we need not appeal to Theorem 1.7. 
Suppose gG(S) = n. Then (1.6) holds so in particular we have 
s +t s’ < Y, . C,)u(Xn , G&J .‘. w(X, ) G,)w(Y, ) C*) = w (2.8) 
and 
#&?GG 7 G&J .*. 44 , G,)4’, > Xo)) < 7~ #,-5&q < ?f, 
since the restriction of y-, and LZ”-epimorphisms are again y- and Y-epimor- 
phism, respectively, by [4, Fact 8.3.91. Equation (2.2) implies O(S) < B(S) 
and (2.2)-(2.5) clearly imply 6 < #,-z, or O(S) < B(S) < &-&S’) < n = 
#dS) and 0 < #G . 
Suppose &s,(S) = n. Then there exists S’ ++ S such that #+&S’) = 12. 
By (2.2) B(S) < 6(S). Equations (2.2)-(2.5) clearly imply 8 < #,-z, or 8(S) < 
B(S) < #,-s(S) = n = &-p,(S) and 0 < $-+Z.I. 
This proves Theorem 2.1. 
To obtain lower bounds it suffices to “construct” 8: Y + M satisfying 
(2.2)-(2.5). We proceed to do just that. 
3. A GENERAL METHOD TO OBTAIN LOWER BOUNDS--KERNEL SYSTEMS 
enceforth we use the notations and definitions of [I] or [4] without comment. 
Notation 3.1. (a) A nornzal subgroup spead for S is an assignment Na of a 
normal subgroup to each maximal subgroup G, of S such that N,/ni, then .PJ’~ 
is isomorphic to N, via any Rees-Green isomorphism of G, onto G, ) i.e., if 
ea2 = e, E G eb 2 = eb E G, , and xe,y = eb for some X, y E si, then as is well 
knowng, ++‘ziOy is an isomorphism of Gn onto 6, which we demand carries -“J, 
onto Nb . N, is uniquely determined by any IVb such that ?Ja#N, . We denote by 
NJ any N, contained in the f-class J and we denote by {NJ: J is a regular 
$-class of S} a normal subgroup spread of S. 
(b) Reg-y(S) = {J: J is a regular y-class of S} 
For the normal subgroup spread of S, {AT;: JE Reg-x(S)>, NJ f 4 for ail 
J(S), in fact the identity of 6, lies in NJ for all J E Reg-f(S). 
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(c) Y denotes the collection of all finite semigroups and N denotes the 
non-negative integers. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A kernel system K for Y is a function K defined on GM9 = 
{S: S is a finite GM semigroup} with K(S) a nonempty finite collection of normal 
subgroup spreads for L&N!(S). F or each normal subgroup spread for RLM(S). 
(NJ: J E Reg-$(RLM(S))), either 
(NJ: J E Reg-y(RLM(S))} E K(S) 
or 
with the first case holding for at least one (NJ}. 
To be useful kernel systems must satisfy some addition properties, which we 
begin to list. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The kernel system K is preserved under isomorphisms iff 
given an isomorphism j: S, ++ S, of GM semigroup S, onto GM semigroup S’s 
with j*: RLM(S,) ++ RLM(S,) the naturally induced isomorphism of RLM(S,) 
onto RLM(S,) (well defined since RLM(S) = Sz’ by [4, Fact 8.3.91) then 
{NJ: J E Reg-Y(RLW%N E K(Sd 
{ j*(Ww : j*(J) E Reg-#WW&J) = .i*(%-AR~MW))~ E JV%). 
The next definition is very important as it assigns a function 19~: ,4” + N to 
each kernel system K. When K satisfies some additional properties given later 
OK satisfies (2.2)-(2.5) and is a lower bound to complexity by Theorem 2.1. 
The intuition behind kernel systems is given a GM semigroup S and kernel 
system K, if {N,: JE Reg-fl(RLM(S))) E K(S), then letting S({N,}) = 
Z-{GM(J, GJ , N,)(RLM(S)): J E (Reg-fl(RLM(S))} (see [4, Chap. 81 for nota- 
tion, especially Definition 8.3.27) we intuitively claim G { C 2 S({N,}) can 
“compute the group coordinate of S” where G is a group and C is a combinatorial 
semigroup and S({N,}) is a semigroup of the same complexity as S((N,}). In 
this case S 1 RLM(S) x G 2 Cl S({N,}) and #o(S) < Max(#,(RLM(S)), 
1 + #~(%~d) and #&WW) = #&WJ>>) = M~#G(GM(J~ GJJ NJ 
WM(S))): JE Reg-A~M(S)N and #G(S) < maxX#4RLM(S)), 1 + 
#,(GM( J, GJ , iV,)(RLM(S))): JE Reg-y(RLM(S))). Minimizing over all 
{NJ} E K(S) we obtain #G(S) ,( min over all {NJ} E K(S) of max((#,(K!LM(S)), 
1 + #,(GfM( J, GJ, N,)(RLM(S)): NJ E {NJ}>. Replacing #o by OK motivates 
Eq. (3.7), which appears later. 
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DEPIN~TION 3.4. Let M be a kernel system which satisfies Definition 3.3. 
Then 8”: .Y ---f iV is defined as follows: 
eK(~o~) = 0. 
Assume 6K(S) has been defined for all semigro~ps T with i 2’ I 
j S j = n. Then 8”(S) is defined as in the following two cases. 
Cme I. If S is not GM, then 
F(S) = maxp‘y T): s --++ T arid T is GM]. 
Notice that i T j < j S i since S is not GM. 
Che 11, If S f (0) is GJ4, then 
eK(S) = min over all (NJ) E K(S) of ~ax~~~(~~~~(S)), 
1 + ~K(G~(J, GJ , ~~)(~~-~(S))): .?4~, E (NJ)). 
Let OK: --w N be defined by 
e,(S) = max{OK( T) : S --++ T and T is GM>. 
It is easy to verify that 
QKIS) < @K(S) 
< 
for atl S. However, it need not be the case that R ++ B i-mplies P(A) > ~~(~)~ 
while clearly A 3-f B implies B,(A) > O,(B). Ciearly, since K satisfies Defini- 
ti~n 3.3. S s 5” implies O,(S) = B,(T) and W(S) = F(T). 
~~Tot~tion 3.9. If 8: S -+t T and JE Reg-f(T), then J denotes the unique 
minimal member of Reg-y(S) contained in O-r(J), see 14, Fact 72.11. B induces 
an epimorphism of the O-simple 1s onto the O-simple JQ. 
~~1~~~10~ 3.10. The kernel system K is c~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~§~?z~ 
33 given GM sem~groups S and T and an epimo~~ism 0: S ++ T send;ng the 
~isti~~ished ideal onto the distinguished ideal and given &V;,: J’ E Reg- 
~(~~i~(S))~ E K(S), there exists {lb>: J E Reg-#( 34(J))] E K(T) such that 
#(NJ) C ATi for all J E Reg-#(RLM(T)), w h ere the J is taken with respect to 
the naturally induced epimorphism 8: RLM(S) + RLW( T). 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on j S j. If / S 1 = 1, then (3.12) follows 
trivially from (3.5) Suppose (3.12) holds for all S with / S j < it. Let S, T, and 
0 be given with j S j = n. By (3.7) there exists (A$> E K(S) such that 
F(S) = Max{BK(HJV(S)), 1 + BK(GM(J, GJ , N,)(RLM(S))): NJ E (NJ}]. 
(3.13) 
By Definition 3.10 there exists {li,: D E Reg-$(RLM( T))} E K( 7’) such that 
B(NB) C HD for all D E Keg-$(RLn/r(T)) (with D taken with respect to 8: 
RLM(S) -++ RLM( T)). 
From (3.7) with S = T we have 
BE;(T) GM ax i( ( 8” RLIvp(T)), 1 + e~(G~(~, G, , H~)(RLM(T))): Ei, E (H&). 
(3.14) 
Since ~(~~) f HL, , it is not difficult to verify that @ induces the epimorphism 
8”: GM@ = J, GJ , ~T~)~RL~~(S)) -++ G~~(D, G, , H~)(RL~(~~ sending the 
d~tin~ished ideal onto the distinguished ideal. j RLAJ(S)I < / S / and 
&CM(S) +-t G&f(J, GJ , ~~)(~~~(S~~ so induction applies to GiV(D = 
J, GJ , ~~)~RLM(S)), GM(L), G, , H,)(RLM(T)) and 8* yielding 
F(GM(D, G, , H,)(RLM(T))) < F(GM(D = J, GJ, N,)(RLM(S))). (3.15a) 
Also 
@( RLM( T)) < P(RLM(S)) (3.15b) 
for if RLM(S) = (01, then EC&!(T) = {0), or if RLM(T) = (01, (3.1%) is 
trivial by (3.5). If RLM(R) + (0) for R equaling S or T, then HX(R) is zot 
GA&, and (3.15b) follows immediately in this case from (3.6). 
Combining (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15a, b) yields (3.12). This proves (3.12) and 
Proposition 3.11. 
~0~~~~~ 3.16. (a) Let ol = (NJ: JE Reg-x(T)) be a normal subgroup 
spread for T. Let 8: S --++ T. Then by definition @-r(ol> = (NJ,: J’ E Reg-y(S)), 
where if @(f’) C JE Reg-$, then NJ, = &i(N,) n G,‘. It is not difficult to 
verify that e-r(,) is a normal subgroup spread for S. 
(b) If 0: S ++ T, 7” is G&!, and K is a kernel system, then K( T, S) 
denotes {~+(a): a! E K(T)} ( a collection of normal subgroup spreads for S) with 
97 = RLMO. When the mapping must be displayed for clarity we write 
K(T, S, RLMt?) or just K(S, RLM0). 
DEFINITION 3.17. Let K be a kernel system. Then K is irz~ariunt under 
paPtia~-local-y-lzomDnaorphisvPas iff given 8: S ++ T, J E Reg-y(S), B(J) C 
J’ E Reg-$(T), and B has kernel N on the maximal subgroup G of J, then for 
each {ND: D E Reg-,$(S)) E K(G~~,(T), S, RL~~G~~~,e) there exists {ND’: 
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D E Reg-y(S)) E K(GM(J, 6, N)(S), S, ~~l~~G~~(3~ 6, h;S) so that A$ 3 NJ+ 
for all J+ E Reg-$(RLM(GM(J, G, N))) where - is taken with respect to 
LMGMJJ, G, N): S -++ RLM(GM(J, G, N)(S)). 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.18. Eet K be a Kernel system wlzich satisjies ~~~~~t~o~ 3.3, 3.30, 
mzd 3.17. Then 0, satisjk (2,2)(homo), (2.3)(9’), (2.4)(r), and (2.5)(O), and by 
Tkeorem 2.1 e,(S) < #&S) JOT all S E Y. 
ProojC The proof of (2.5)(O) follows immediately from (3.5) and (3.8). 
The proof of (2.2)(h omo 0 ) f 11 ows immediately from (3.8). 
We next verify (2.3)(P). Let 0: S -Yt T be an 9’ epimorphism. By (3.8) 
there exists S’ such that S +-f 5” and s’ is GM and OK(S) = B”(S). By 
14, Chap. g]. T---f+ Sz’ ++ (S’)s’ = RLMjS’). From (3.7) there exists a 
Jr E I&g-&(RLM(S)) so that 
with the first inequality following from (3.8a) and the last two inequalities 
following from (2.2)(homo) for OK, We have shown OK(S) = BK(S’) < 1 + Ox(T) 
proving (2.3)(Y). 
We next verify (2.4)(y) by using the terminology and results of [7]. 
It suffices to verify (2.4)(y) under the hypothesis that 0 is a y MPE (since 
every y epimorphism is the composition of y MPE) hence of Class II, III, or IV, 
see [7, Sect. 31 for terminology. 
Case Ii. Suppose 0: S -++ T is a y &PE of Class II, IV, or Class III with 
jz null (see [7, Theorem 51). 
It is not difficult to show, under the hypothesis of Case I, that 8*: Reg-y(S) +- 
Reg-y(T) with O*(j) = S(J) is a well-defined one-to-one onto map and 
@W(S) zz GJho(T) f or all JE Reg-Y(S). y f4, Proposition 8.3.41 if 
S -3 S’ and S’GIUF then there exists J E Reg-y(S) such that S -+-+ GMJ(S) ++ 
5”. Then (2,2)(homo) and (3.8) for 8, give 
OK(S) = max(OK(GMJ(S)): JE Reg-N(S)). (3.39) 
The right-hand sides of (3.19) for S and T agree under the hypothesis of 
Case I, so Case I implies O,(S) = O,(T). 
Case II. Not Case I or, equivalently, 14: S -3 T is a y MPE of Class III 
with Jz regular (see [7, Theorem 51). 
We require the following lemma which is technically the heart of the proof. 
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LEMMA 3.20. Let K be a kernel system which satisJ(ies DeJinitions 3.3, 3.10, 
and 3.17. Let 19: S ---f+ T and let JE Reg-$(S) and 0(J) _C J’ E Reg-y(T). 
Suppose 0 has kernel N on the maximal subgroup G of J, then 
F(GM(J, G, N)(S)) < max{F(GM,(T)), 6’K(R): S-++ R and R is RLM}. (3.21) 
Before proving Lemma 3.20 we show how it implies (2.4)(y) for eK. Suppose 
0: S ---f-f T, 19 is a y-epimorphism, and / S / < n implies OK(S) = F(T). Let 
8: S ---ff T be a y MPE with 1 S / = n. By (2.2)(homo) B,(T) < 0,(S), so it 
suffices to show that e,(S) < B,(T). In C ase I we are done so suppose Case II 
holds. If JE Reg-j(S) and J # Jz, then 0(J) E Reg-$(T) and GM,(S) s 
GMe(,,(T). By (3.19) either we are done or 
e,(S) = eK(GM.@)) f 0. (3.22) 
By applying (3.21) and BK < OK (3.8a) we obtain 
F(GMJs(S)) e max{O,(GMJl(S)), B,(R): S --++ R and R is RLM). (3.23) 
There exists a combinatorial ideal I of RLMJ2(S) such that 
RLM&Y 73 RLM.,JS)/I *-c- T, 
and 
RLMJ(S) = RLM,(,,( T) for J f Jz 
and 
(3.24) 
(3.25a) 
S ++ R and R RLM implies that there exists 
J E Reg-f(S) such that S ---t-f RLMJ(S) -++ R. 
(3.2533) 
Equation (3.24) is proved by taking I to be the unique) combinatorial 
O-minimal ideal of So. Equation (3.25a) is easily verified and (3.25b) is proved 
in [4, Proposition 8.3.41. 
By applying induction to RLMJz(S) -f+,, RLMJ2(S)/I where RLMJ2(S)I < 
1 S / (since GMJ2(S) # (0) by (3.22)) we obtain 
e,(RLM&W = b@LM~z(S)/I) < MT), 
with the last inequality following from (2.2)(homo) and (3.24), or 
&(R-Wrz(S)) & 4G”). (3.26) 
Equations (2.2)(homo) for BK , (3.25a, b), and (3.26), yield 
max(B,(R): S ---t-k R and R is RLM) < B,(T). (3.27) 
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Equation (3.23), GMJ1(S) = GM,(,JT), (2.2j(homo) for 8,) and (3.27) give 
(3.28) 
Equations (3.22) and (3.28) give OK(S) < B,(T) proving (2.4)(y) assuming 
Lemma 3.20, since every y-epimorphism is a composition of y MPE, see 
[4, Chap. 51 or [7]. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.15 it suffices to prove Lemma 3.20. 
~~~~~o~~e~~~ 3.20. Let 8: S -z+ T and J E Reg- 
by induction on the order, denoted #(J), of {Jr E 
usual j-class ordering on S]. 
Suppose #(J) = 0. If N = G, then GB!(J, 6, N)(S) = (01 so ~~(G~(~~ 6, 
N)(S)) = 0 and (3.21) is t rivial. If N # G, then GJW(j, 6, N) is not combina- 
torial but, since #(J) = 0, GM(J, G, N)(S) +-+F~’ C -=-y (0) (in fact 
~~~~~~(~, G, N}(S)) is combinatorial). We have sho n that (2.3)(P) holds 
for 8K so B,(GM(J, 6, N)(S)) < 1 + 0,(C). B&C’) = by (3.5) and (3.8) or 
BJc(GM(J, 6, AT>(S)) < 6,(GM(J, 6, N)(S)) < 1. Conditions (3.5) (3.4), and 
(3.7) imply F(S) 3 1 iff S is not combinatorial. GMJ,(T) is not combinatorial 
when AT # G so the right-hand side of (3.21) is 3 1 verifying (3.21) when 
#CJ) = 0. 
Assume (3.21) holds for all 9: S ---2+ T and JE Weg-$(S) 
Let 8: S -+-+ T and JE Reg-$(S) be given with #(J) = k. 
(3.21). 
Let T’ = GMJ(T) and let S’ = GM(J: 6, N)(S). With no loss of generality 
we can assume that N # G and RLM(5’) is not combinatorial for otherwise 
we can use the arguments employed previously in the #(J) = 0 case. 
there exists {HD> E K(T) such that 
F(‘T’) = max{F’(Rz;M(T’)), 1 + V(GM(D, 6, , 
Let 01: S --)-+ RLM(T’) with a: = .RiX GMJr8. Let a-“((H,j) = (NJ]. 
If Jr E Reg-g(S) and Jl > J and a( Jz) _C D, E IPeg-dp(RL 
induction hypothesis applies to 01: S +-+ GlM(D, , GD1 , ~~~)(~~~(~~~ and ,pL 
with n’ = GM(D, , GD1, HD1) a. NJ, is the kernel of a on the maximal subgroup 
GJ1 of Jl so (3.21) yields 
8K(6M(Ji > 6Jl 9 N.Jl)(s)) 4 Max(8K(6M(D, 9 6Ll1 7 ~~~)(R~~(~‘)), 
BK(R): S +-P R and R is (3.30) 
when Jl E Iheg-y(S), J1 > J. 
Let (N,‘) E K(S, RLM GM( J, G, N)) be given by (3.17) and satisfying the 
conditions set forth there. Let ,8 = RUl4GM( J, G, iv>: 5’ -++ RLM(S). Let 
(MI} E K(S) be uniquely determined by jF((sl=,}) = (NJ’). For I E Reg- 
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$(RLM(s’)) we use Notation 3.9, and write f for the unique minimal member 
of P-‘(l). 
BY (3.7) 
OK(S) < Max(BK(RLM(S)), 1 + @(G&‘(r, G,-, N’&S): 
I E Reg-$(RLM(S’)) and GI f N’&, (3.31) 
since GM(f, CT, Nf)(S> s GM(I, GI , ~~)(~~(S) and ~~(~~~(S)) 2 1 
since am is not combinatorial (see Fact 4.1). 
By Definition 3.17 NT C N’, , which implies 
GJf(J> 61) NT>(S) ++ GM@, 61, N’I)(% (3.32) 
sending the distinguished ideal onto the distinguished ideal for all I E Reg- 
#(RLM(S’)). Equations (3.12) and (3.32) imply 
It is not difficult to verify f > J for all I E Reg-#(RLM(S)) such that Gf i: N’, . 
Taking Jr = I(3.30) gives 
BK(GM(I, Gi, NT)(S)) < Max{B”(GM(D(f) = D, GD, HrJ(RLM( T’)), 
W(R): S -++- R and R is RLM) (3.34) 
when Gr # N’f with n(z) d t e ermined by r>(l) E Reg-~(R~~(~)~ and if 
(Y- = RLJJ G~~~~, then a(l) C D(r). Equations (3.31), (3.33), and (3.34) give 
6K(S) < max(l + ~~(G~(~(~) = f), Go, HD)(RLn/l( T’))): I E Reg-$(RLM(S’)) 
and F(R): S -++ R and R is RLM). (3.35) 
Finally (3.29) and (3.35) give (3.21). This proves Lemma 3.20 and Theorem 
3.18. 
4. SPECIFIC KERNEL SUSTEMS AXW SPECIFIC LOWER BOUNDS FOR COMPLEXITY 
In this section we exhibit some concrete kernel systems Kj for j = 1,2, 3, 
and 4 which satisfy Definitions 3.3,3.10, and 3.17. Their corresponding functions 
eK. (denoted 0,) are lower bounds for complexity by Theorem 3.18. In Section 5 
we’ use these lower bounds to derive some new results (and destroy some 
cherished conjectures) on complexity. 
We begin by proving a simple fact. 
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Fact 4.1. Let K be a kernel system which satisfies D~~~iti~n 3.3. Then. 
B,(S) = 0 iff F(S) = 0 if? S is combinatorial. 
~~~~f. Clearly S is combinatorial iff S --++ T and T GM implies T = (01. 
Conditions (3.8) and (3.5) impfy B&S’) = 0 when S is combinatorial. B”(S) < 
BK(SJ so 5x(S) = 5,(S) = 0 when S is combinatorial. 
Let Pn be the assertion: if eK(S) = 8 and / S j < R then S is cornb~~atoria~~ 
PI is trivial. Assume P, . We verify P,+l . Assume @(Sj = ;PndjS] I=n+1. 
If S is GM and 5’ f CO>, then eK(S) is given by (3.7) and the right-handside of 
(3.7) is always > 1. Thus S GM implies S -= (0). If S is not 
with T GM given (so / T / < 1 S I). We must show T = (0 
5”(S) > BK(T) or BK(T) = 0. By P, T is combinatorial and GM so T = (0) 
which shows P,+i holds. 
Since BK(S) < 5,(S), B,(S) = 0 implies V(S) = 0 which with P!,i implies 
that S is combinatorial. This proves Fact 4. I. 
~‘KXVIAL EXAMPLE K1 (4.2). By definition for S Gail let (NJ> E K,(S) if% 
ipig = GJ for all J. Clearly K1 is a kernel system which satisfies ~e~~~tio~s 3.3, 
3.10, and 3.17. Denote BK1 by & . 3y Theorem 3.18 5,(S) < #JX) for all S. 
By direct and easy computation 
5,(S) = 0, S combinatorial, 
= 1. S noncombinato~ial. 
Fact 4.1 implies 5,(S) < B,(S) for all kernel systems R satisfying Definition 3.3. 
In this sense, K, is the “most trivial” example. 
Warning Remark 4.3. 7% e k ernel system X defined by (Ag) E K(S), for 
S GM, iffN$ = {e> where ea = e E GJ satisfies Definitions 3.3 and 3.10 but does 
zot satisfy Definition 3.17 as is not too difficuit to show. In fact, Ba is ~o,ot a EQZV~ 
bound to #, but an upper bound to gG . A direct and easy calculation shows 
5,(Sj = IE where n is the largest nonnegative integer such that S --t-f ~784~ 4-z 
~~~(G~~) --w GM,+, ++ ~~~(G~~-~) -++ ... --srf GM1 -+-+ 
with GIVE #= (0) and GM. BK 3 #G was proved in [S]. It is not difficult to verify 
that if K’ is a kernel system satisfying De~~ition 3.3, then taK* < 5,:. If P, is 
all partial one-to-one maps on (1,. . . , n), then #o(PJ = 1 whiIe B,(P,) = n - I 
showing that BK is a strict upper bound for jYG . Note 5, satisfies (X2), (X3), 
and (2.5) &t does nat satisfy (2.4). 
EXAMPLE Kz (4.4). Let S # (01 be GM with distinguished ideal Se 
&P(G; A, p%; C). By de~ition {it;: J E ~eg~~(~~~(S)j~ E K,(S) iff A x SfaJJ 
is normalizable to zeros and ones for all b E B and 3 E 
eqilivalently 1GfA x GJ x bN, u (0)) < S is combinatorial for all b, E B and. 
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J E W-$WWS)), see [2]. Notice ((I),: J E Reg-y(RLM(S))j E K,(S) for 
5’ GM. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The Kernel System K, satisfies Dejinitions 3.3, 3.10, and 
3.17. Denote OK2 by oz. By Theorem 3.18 
@2(S) G #G(S) for all S. W-6) 
Praof, Clearly Definition 3.3 holds for Kg . 
To verify Definition 3.10 for KS we require the following fact. 
Fact 4.7. Let 8: JZQ(G; A, B; C) -++ A?s(G’; A’. B’; C’) be an epimorphism. 
Then if A x X for X C B is normalizable to zeros and ones, then A’ x X’ == 
B(A) x 6(X) is normalizable to zeros and ones. 
Proof. S, = A x G x X u (0) is a subsemigroup of &‘s(G; A, B; C) and 
S, = A’ x G’ x X’ u (0) is a subsemigroup of &%O(G’; A’, B’; C) with 
B(S,) = S, . e(~G(S~)) = ~G(e(Sl)) = IG(S,). See [4, Fact 1.1.121. It follows 
immediately that I%(S,f combinatorial implies IG(S,) ~omb~atorial. By [2] 
S,? is normal&able iff IG(S,) is combinatorial. ‘Shis proves fact 4.7. 
Fact 4.7 implies that Ks satisfies Definition 3.10, as is not too difficult to show. 
To verify Definition 3.17 for K, we require the following fact. 
Fact 4.8. Let 9: JYO(G; A, B; C) ---f A?‘(G’; A’, B’; C’) be a partial-y-(into) 
homomorphism. Then A’ x X’ being normalizable to zeros and ones implies 
that A x ?-1(X’) = A x X is also normalizable to zeros and ones. 
Prooj. Let S, = A x G x X u (0). S, is a subsemigroup of AsfG; A, 
B; C). Let S, = A’ x G’ x x’ w (01, S, is a subsemigroup of AY(G’; A’, 
B’; C’). By [2] Sj is normalizable to zeros and ones iff IG(S,) is combinatorial. 
0: S, + S, is a partial-y-homomorphism and clearly @lrG(S,)) < 1G(B(S,)) < 
IG(S,). Since 0 is y, IG(S,) noncombinatorial implies IG(S,) noncombinaotrial 
proving (the contrapositive of) Fact 4.8. 
We now verify Definition 3.17 for K, . Let 0, S, T, J, J’, etc. be as in Defini- 
tion 3.17. We use the notation of [4, Definition 8.3.271 and consider GM(J, G, N) 
(~O~(~~ GJW ++-= Jo/U’, G, N)-te (I’)*, w h ere a: is the epimorphism GM(J, G, N) 
and /3 is the partial homomorphism induced by B (well defined since clearly 
(1, G, N) refines mod B on 1 because N is the kernel of B on G). Clearly a: and p 
are one-to-one on the subgroups of JO/(J, G, N). Using the obvious notation if 
x’ is normalizable in J’, then ,&‘(X’) . is normalizable in J/(J, G, N) by Fact 4.8 
and @-l(X)) is normalizable in GM(J, G, N)(S) by Fact 4.7. 
Using this it is not very difficult to show (being mainly notation) that X, 
satisfies Definition 3.17 by taking N,’ = ND . This completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.5. 
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EXAMPLE: Ka (4.9). Let s + 0 be Glv with distingkmshed ideal 1% 
df”(G; A, ; C). By definition 
Pmgf. The proof is very similar to the previous proof of proposition 4.5. 
@l(S) < @2(S) < 4(S) < #G(S) with the first two inequalities follo~~~i~~ 
trivially and the last inequality following from (4. I 1). 
We next present our main application of the general results presented in 
Section 3. This application takes the form of the definition and use of the kernel 
system K, . We require several additional concepts before we can intelligently 
introduce K, , so we first introduce these concepts. 
STANDING K~TATIoN AND B)EFINITIONS 4.12. (a) S + 0 is a semigroup with 
~~~~~~g~~she~ (equal unique O-minimalj ideal 1 G A?‘@(G; A, B; C). If x = 
(a, g, b) E I, s E s, and xs y# 13, then (a, g, b)s = (a, ~((~j~), bsj. Similarl~~, 
fx + 0 implies ~(a, g, b) = (sa, (~(~)jg, b). 
(b) Let the finite sequence IV, ,..., AC, be denotecl by (B.Jj] where each ATj 
is a subgroup of a maximal subgroup of ~~~(~). We place no other restraint 
on the JJi’s, e.g., h$ = Nj or ATi C ,V, for i # j is admissible. 
(c) If x’ !Z BQ = B u JO}, then X+ denotes X -- (ct). 
(4 1,et b, , 6, E B. We write b,Rb, , read ;il is attacitzed’ to E, , iff there 
exists an a E A such that C(b, , a) # 0 + C(b, , a). A is a reflexive, symmetric, 
but is not necessarily a transitive relation on 
(ej Let P C B, Y # 4. Let b, , b, E Y. By d~~ni~~o~ we write ~~~~~~~ 
(mod YjI read b, is ~~~~§~~~veZ~ ~~~~c~~~ to b, modrrlo Y, ifT there exists JC~ ).*., x, 
such that xj E Y, b, = x, ) x, = 6, ) and x&$+~ for j = I,..., n - 1. TCA 
(mod Yj is an equivalence relation on Y with the equivalence classes named the 
TCi4 Blacks mod& Y. If b, , b, E Yr C Ya , then bITCAb, (mod Yl) implies 
bITCAb, (mod Y,) but not necessarily conversely. 
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be as in Definition 4.12. Then by definition T((N,}) = T denotes the infinite 
tree of {Nj} defined as follows: Let X(B) = (X C B”: 0 E X}. For notational 
convenience let To be the initial subtree of all nodes of depth 0 (or initial root 
nodes) and Xi is the initial subtree of all nodes of depth 2j for j = 1, 2, 3,... . 
T,CT,C X,C+.. and u { Tj: j = 0, 1, 2 ,... > = T. Let B = (b, ,..., blC> and if 
Y C B”; let Y” = Y U (0). 
By definition 
4’ 
where bjo = {bj , O}. 
Suppose Tf for j > 0 has been defined and is a labeled initial tree with r(j) 
extreme nodes corresponding to the members of X(B), Xjl),..., XJW(j)). Let 
l?m!qS)l = {sl ,...) sn}. By definition T,+r equals 
XI”N s 
i3 l1 
I 
X!T’N s ,3 1n 
I 
I 
T~+I I 
The extreme nodes of X,+r correspond to the sets 
(Xi(T)Nis4: 1 < r < n(j), 1 < i < m, 1 < 4 < n} C X(B) 
and are the nodes of depth 2j. 
Caution. A node 7 of X depends on its position in T and not just on the set 
s(v) E X(B) corresponding to that node. 
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Every node has exactly one arrow entering (excepting the zero depth nodes, 
which have no arrows entering). Nodes of even depth have m distinct arrows 
leaving, labeled with iv, ,..., N, , while nodes of odd de th have n arrows 
leaving, labeled by sr ,..., s, . 
For each node 7 of T there is a unique path from a unique determined initial 
node of depth 0, bsto) to 7. If this unique path is coded by the finite sequence 
&o)nTswmNc~(,) ... . We write 7 t-) b~(o~Ns(l)s,(,)f~~(,) ... . 
With each finite sequence of subgroups of RLM(S), N1 ,..., AT% = (AT&, we 
have associated the infinite labeled tree T((N,}). We next consider ~~~~~~~~~~ 
for the tree T = T((Nj}). 
DEFINITION 4.14 (of a partition of a tree T E T((NJ)). A part&m P for 
T = T({Njj) is a set {P(T): 7 is a node of T) where P(T) is a partition of ~(7)s C 
(the set determined by the node 71, s(q), less 0) satisfying the following three 
conditions 
(1) For b, , b, E S(T)+ b,TCAb, (mod ~(7)~) implies b,P(7j) b, I 
(2) Suppose rl is a node of odd depth and s(q) = X E X(B) and consider 
the branch of the tree 7 -+ ~7s which corresponds to X ds Xs. If b, ) b, E X+ 
and b,s f 0 f b2s, then it is required that &la(q) b, if!f b,sP(ys) b,s. 
(3) Suppose 7 is a node of even depth and s(q) = XE X(B) and consider 
the branch of the tree 7 +Nd $Vi which corresponds to X + XNi . Let eia = 
ei E Ni be the unique idempotent in Ni . If 6, , b, E X# and b,zi # 0 # b,e, , 
it is required that b,P(y) b, iff b,qP($VJ b,ei . It is further required for all 
z:i E A& and b, , b, E (XNJ#, that b,P(TN,) 6, if? ~~~~~(~~~) b,ni . 
This completes the definition of a partition of T. 
Note P = {P(y): rl is a node of T) with b,P(y) b, for all b, , 6, E S(T)+ is always 
a partition of T. 
DEFINITION 4.15 (of Pn(T)). (a) If Qa f or a E c1 is a partition of the set X> 
then n (Qa: a E LY> = Q is the partition of the set X given by x&x2 if? xl&x2 for 
all o! E a. 
(b) If P, for a E OL is a partition of T = T((N,}) with P, = (Pa(~): 17 is a 
node of T>, then P = (J (P,: a E a} is the partition of T defined by P = 
(P(y) = (P,(T): a E a>>. It is not difficult to verify that P is a partition of T. 
y definition P,,(T), read the type-II pmtihm of T, equals fl (P: P is a 
partition of T). P,,(T) is the “finest” partition of T. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 4.16. (a) Let S be as in Definition 4.12 and 
let = (b, )..., bk}. By definition CS(B), read the cross sections in B, is the collec- 
tion of all (g(b,),..., g(bk)) where g(bj) E Go (so g: B --2- Go) and (g(b,),...,g(b,)) 
is considered equal to (h(b,),..., h(b,)) iff th ere exists d E G such that cl . g(b,) = 
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h(b,) for all bi E B with multiplication in Go. Equivalently, CS(B) equals the 
orbits of the left transformation group (G, F(B, GO)) with action C, where 
F(B, G”) = {f: B -+ GoI and k *f)(b) = g(f(b)). 
(b) If a: = (g(b,),...,g(b,)) E CS(B), then the support of 01, denoted 
support(a), equals {b E B: g(b) # 01. 
(c) If 01 = (g(b,),..., g(Q), /3 = (h(b,),..., h(Q) E CS(B), then by defini- 
tion 01 _C p iff there exists d E G such that eitherg(bj) = 0 or 0 # d . g(b,) = h(bj) 
for all 1 < j < li. The relation Z is a transitive, reflexive, antisymmetric (i.e., 
a partial order) on CS(B). ol C p implies support(a) C support@). a C /3 and 
support = support(P) implies 01 = /3. 
(4 01 = (g(b,)>-.v g&)) E CW) is transformable by S iff for each s E S 
his = bjs # 0 implies g(b,) . ((bi)s) = g(b,) . ((bJs). TRANS-CS(B) denotes the 
collection of all members of CS(B) transformable by S. If ol = (g(b,),..., g(bk)) E 
TRANS-CS(B), then by definition 
<g(b,),...,g(W 0 s = <J@,),..., WJh 
where h(b,) = g(b,)((b,)s) if b,s = bi and 0 if bs = bi has no solution b E B. 
It is not difficult to verify that (TRANS-CS(B), S, 0) is a well-defined right 
transformation semigroup (not necessarily faithful). If 01, 6 E TRANS-CS(B) and 
a: _C /? then 01 o s C p o s for all s E B. If /3 E TRANS-CS(B) and 01 E CS(B) and 
01 C /3, then 01 E TRANS-CS(B). If a: E TRANS-CS(B), then support(a 0 s) = 
(support((+) - (01. 
Fact 4.17. There exists 01 E TRANS-CS(B) with support(a) = X C B iff 
A x G x X is normalizable to zeros and ones. 
Proof. Suppose a = (g(bi),..., g(b,)) E TRANS-CS(B) with support(a) = X. 
If s = (a, 1, b) and b, , b, E X, then b,s # 0 f b,s implies b,s = b,s = 6 and 
g(b,)((b,)s) = g(k,)((b,)s). Clearly (bj)s = C(b, , a). We have shown C(b, , a) f 
0 f C(b, , a) and b, , b, E Ximpliesg(b,) C(b, , a) = g(b,) C(b, , a). By replacing 
C(b, a) byg(b) C(b, a) for b E X, a f A we find A x G x X takes on at most one 
nonzero value in each row of A x G x X. Then clearly A x G x X is nor- 
malizable to zeros and ones.. 
Conversely if A x G x X is normalizable to zeros and ones there exists 
h:A+Gandg:X+GsothatforbEX,aEAC(b,a) fOimpliesC(b,a) = 
g(b) h(a). If b, , b, E X, s E S b,s = b,s = b # 0 and C(b, a) f 0, then for 
j = 1 and 2 by the “linked equations” we have 
0 f g(b,)-l((b,)s) C(b,s = b, a) 
= g(b&lC(bj , sa) s(a) 
= g(bj)-‘g(bi)h(sa>s(a) 
= h(sa) s(a), 
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or 
Let fi = (h(b,),..., h(b,)) be defined by Iz(bj) = g(b,)-l if bj E X and h(ii,) = 0 
if bj $ X. Then /3 E TRAM-CS(B) and support@) = X. 
This proves Fact 4.17. 
We have defined cross sections and transformable cross sections for S. We next 
extencl these concepts to trees “over S,” i.e., for T G T((Nj)). 
DEFINITION 4.18. (a) If P(X) is a partition (or equivalence relation) on 
X C B with equivalence classes X1 ,.. ., XQ , so X = Xl + ... + X, where -!- 
denotes disjoint union, then a EYOSS section fey P(X) is a collection of cross sections 
01 = (a1 )..,, m,> with 01~ E CS(B) such that support(olj) = Xj for j = I,.. ., 4~ 
oij is termed the part of the cross section for Xj . CL ik a cross section for P(X) i.s 
denoted by ol E CS(P(X)). 
We write 01 E TRANS-CS(P(X)) iff CI 65 CS(P(X)), a = (ai ,..., ~6,) and each 
aj E TRANS-CS(B) for j = l,..., 4. 
(b) A CYOSS section for a partition P of T = T({i’Vj)) is a collection (CS(q): 
7 is a node of T) such that CS(q) E TRAM-CS(P(?)) and the following conditions 
hoid. 
(1) Suppose 77 is a node of odd depth and consider the branch of the 
tree T -+ 7s. Let S(T)+ = X C B so s(qs)* = (Xs)#. Let CS(7) = (aI )..., a,> 
with support = Xi , X = Xi + ‘.. + X, and the equivalence classes of 
P(T) on X are X1 ,..., X, . Let CS(7s) = {,L?r ,..~) /3J with sapport = Yj so 
Y=Y,f”.+Y,, Y=s(?p)#=(xs)+ and the equivalence classes of 
P(qs) on Y are Y1 ,..., Y, ~ By Definition 4.14(Z), if Xjs # 0, then (Xjs)+ L 
Yycj) has a unique solution r(j) with 1 < r(j) < Y. We require 
(4.18)(l)(a). If X,s # 0, then ai o s C /3.,+, . Notice if X,s = 0: then 
ai @ s = (O,..., 0) C /lj for all j = l,..., P. 
(4.1 Q(2). Suppose 13 is a node of even depth and consider the branch 
N. Qf TTJ--> “7) Z. N. Let ei2 = ei E Ni be the unique idempotent of iVi . We re 
(in the obvious meaning) Definition 418(I)(a) to hold for v +Q 
and replacing qs by 7Ni). For ni E Ni we also require Definitio 
hold for qNi -+i TN~ (with 7 = T$%T~ , s = ni so 7s = qNini = r$Ji = 77). 
Since (~N$%zi = ($V,)#, the hypothesis of Definition 4.18(I)(a) always holds 
in this last case and equality 01~ 0 s = &cjj follows from oii 0 s C /3,cij since 
.X$Q = Yycjj and Definition 4.18(l)(a) equals 01~ 0 lzi = jQij . 
This completes the definition of a cross section for a partition P of T :z 
T({Nj)). 
If (NJ) is a normal subgroup spread of WLM(S) (where S is GM) denote by 
{(NJ>> a finite sequence of all the normal subgroups of maximal subgroups of 
JZM(S) given by (NJ) (see Notation 3.1) listed in some order. 
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The promised important definition of K4 can now be given. 
DEFINITION OF K4 4.19. Let S be a GM semigroup. Then {NJ} E K4(S) iff 
P,,( T({{N,}})) has a cross section. (K4 is well defined by Fact 4.24)). 
THEOREM 4.20. The kernel system K4 satisjies Dejinition 3.3, 3.10, and 
3.17. Denote B,& by I34 . By Theorem 3.18 
4(S) G #G(S) 
fey all$nite semigroups S. Also B,(S) < 0,(S) fey all$nite semigroups S. 
We prove Theorem 4.20 by a sequence of lemmas and facts. We begin with 
some equivalent definitions of K4 . 
DEFINITION 4.21. Let T = T({N,}). Let P, = (Pk(q): 7 is a node of T) be 
partitions of T for k = 1 and 2. Then by definition PI < P2 , read PI is jiner 
than or equal to Pz , iff xlPI(~)xz implies x1P2(q) xa for all xi , xa E s(,)#. Clearly 
P,,(T) z P is uniquely determined by the conditions that P is a partition of T 
and if P’ is a partition of T then P < P’. Equivalently P,,(T) is the “finest” 
partition of T. 
Fact 4.22. If PI , Pz are partitions for T = T({N,}) and PI < Pz , then 
Pz has a cross section implies PI has a cross section. 
Proof. Suppose Pz has the cross section CS(P,) = (CE&(~): 7 is a node of T}. 
Let CS,(7j) = {a1 ,..., ag} with support = Xi so X = X1 + ... + X,, 
X = S(T)+ and the Xj’s are the equivalence classes of Pz(q) on X. If Yt are the 
equivalence classes of P,(y), then X = Yr + *.. + Y, and Yj C X,o, for some 
unique r(j) since PI < Pz . Let CS(P,) = {G&(T) = {PI ,..., ,&I&: 7 is a node 
of T} with & = (hj(bl),..., hj(bk)), where hj(bd) = o~,,&J~) when b, E Yj and 
hj(bd) = 0 when b, $ Yj . 
It is straightforward but tedious to verify that CS(P,) is a cross section for PI . 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.23. Some partition for T has a cross section a3 P,,(T) has a moss 
section. Thus {NJ} E K4(S) iff some partition for T = T({{N,}}) has a CYOSS section. 
Fact 4.24. (a) Let a: be the sequence Ni ,..., N, and suppose /3 is a re- 
arrangement of 01, i.e., /3 equals N, (r ) ,. .., NV(,) where v is a permutation of 
1 ,..-, m. Then P,,(T(ol)) h as a cross section iff P,,( 7’(p)) has a cross section. 
(b) Let the sequence Ni ,..., N, equal 01. Let ,6 be the sequence a! with the 
repetitions deleted so p = N,(r) ,..., NY(r) with NY(r) = Nr , and N,(,+i, is the 
first member of N,,cz)+i ,..., N, not equal to any of N,(r) ,..., Nytz) . Then P,,(T(ol) 
has a cross section ifI P,,( T(P)) has a cross section. 
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(c) If a is the sequence Nr ,..., N,,, and fi is the sequence w’, )~.., N’, and 
the set {Nl ,...) N,} equals the set (N’, ,..., N’,), then Prr(T(ol)) has a cross 
section iff Pn( T(p)) has a cross section. 
(d) If /3 is a subsequence of the sequence 01, then Pn(T(cr)) has a cross 
section implies P,,( T(P)) has a cross section. 
(e) If 01 is the sequence Iv, ,..., N, and ,8 is the sequence N’r so.., N’r and 
for each N’, with 1 < k < Y suppose there exists I < y(k) < m such that 
w’, < N,(i) > then if T(a) has a partition with a cross section, then 7’(p) has a 
partition with a cross section. 
P~oQ~. The proof of (a) is trivial. We next prove (b). 
If Pn( T(a)) has a cross section, we can restrict Pn to the nodes of T(p) yieIding 
a partition P of T(p) and we can also restrict the cross saection of PII on 7’(n) to the 
nodes of a(p) yielding a cross section of P on T(P). Corollary 4.23 impliesPn( T(p)) 
has a cross section. (This argument also proves (d).) 
Now suppose P,,(T(P)) h as a cross section. Let O(Ni) = NO(,) where NOci! is 
the unique member of N,(r) ,..., N,(r) such that as sets Ni = Nefi) with O(i) 
equal to one of r(l) or y(2) ... or Y(Y). Each node 71 of T(a) is uniquely coded by 
a finite sequence 17 H b~~O~Ns~l~~8~z~Ns~s~ ..., ee the end of Definition 4.13. Let 
fl”(d 0 %b?mGd %(z)fwsM) ... which uniquely determines a node of T(p). 
Then 6’” is a map of nodes(T(a)) onto nodes(T(B)). Furthermore, ~(7) = 
s(B*(~)). If the partition PII on T(P) is given by Pn = {Plr(?): 7 E ~o~es(~(~)~~ 
and a cross section for I’,, on T(P) ’ g IS iven by CS, = (CS&rj): 7j E node(T@))>, 
let P be the partition on T(U) given by P = (P(q) = Pn(B”(7)): 17 E node(T(a))) 
and let a cross section for P on T(a) be given by CS, = (CSJ(~) = CS,(O*(??)): 
? E nodes( 7’(a))). It is not difficult (but tedious) to verify that P is a partition for 
T(a) and CS, is a cross section for T(a). By Corollary 4..23, Prr(IF(m)) has a cross 
section, and the proof of (b) is complete. (c) follows (directly from (a) and (b). 
(d) was proved in the proof of(b). 
We now prove (e). With no loss of generality we can assume 01 = N&J ,...) Az(kj 
with ,LI = I&T’, ,..., N’k and Nj’ 2 N,,cj) for 1 <cj < k by using Fact 
Let 6’: nodes( T(p)) --f nodes(T(ol)) be defined by 17 H F$ojN&s(z) 6(S) ~.. Nl 
implies @Cd - b~co)N,,(1)~g(2)Nvs(3) ... . Clearly i3’ is one-to-one and onto and 
s(Y(,)) C s(v) for all 71 E nodes(T@)) since ~97~ C .Ny,j, for 1 < j < k. Let 
4” = (P(T’) 7’ E nodes(T(a))) be a partition of T(a) with cross section CS, = 
(CS,(~‘): 7’ E nodes(T(m))))). Let Q = (Q(T): 77 E nodes(T(P))) be the partition of 
T(P) defined byQ(~) = P(B)(7)) n S(T)+, i.e., for b, , 6, E s(q)* C s(O’(r))+ ~~~(~~~~ 
iff 6rP(@(,)) 6, , It is not difficult to verify that is a partition for a(p). Let 
CS, = (CSo(~): 71 E nodes(T@))} where CS,(y is defined as follows. Let 
Y = ~(7)~ and let X = s(&(,))+ so #I # Y C X. Let the equivaiences classes of 
P(t?‘(~)) on X be X, ,..., X, so X = X, + ..I f X,. Let 
classes of Q(y) on I’ be Yr ,..., Y, so Y = YI + ... + Y,. 
of Q(T) we can assume .s<r and Yj=XjnY#$ for 1 <j<s. Let 
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CS&qq,>) = {a1 ,*a., a,> with support(olJ = Xi. Then define CS,(y) = 
@l >..., p> by p,(b) = a,(b) for b E Yj and B,(b) = 0 for b E B - Yj . It is 
tedious, but straightforward to verify that CSo is a cross section for the partition 
9 of T(B)- Th is P roves (e) and completes the proof of Fact 4.24. 
We now begin the verification of Definitions 3.3, 3.10, and 3.17 for K4. 
That K4 satisfies Definition 3.3 is trivial to verify. 
To verify that K4 satisfies Definition 3.10 we require the following definitions 
and results. 
Notation 4.25. Let 0: S -++ T be an epimorphism of the GM semigroup S 
onto the GM semigroup T sending the distinguished ideal I, onto the distin- 
guished ideal IT . Let 01 = Nr ,..,, N, be a sequence of normal subgroups (of 
maximal subgroups) of I?LM(S). Let 8: RLM(S) ++ RLM(T) be the epimor- 
phism induced by 8. Let Dj = &Nj) and let /3 = D, ,..., 0,. Let 8”: nodes 
(T(a)) -+ nodes(T@)) be defined by 77 t) bs(o)N,(,)s,(,~N,(,) ... implies e*(q) t--) 
8(b,,,,)08(N,,,,) = Ds(l$(ss(z)) $(N6t3)) = D6c3) ... . Then (0*)-l exists and 
ww = s(e*(,>>#- 
Let P(v) = P1 be a partition for s(T))# which is refined by TCA(mod s(v)*). 
Denote by O*(P,) the partition of s(e*(q))# given by x,B*(P,) xa iff each member 
of (8)-l(x,) is P1 related to each member of (#)-l(~,). Since 8 maps I, homomor- 
phically onto 1T and both & and 1, are O-simple, if y1 , yz E (&l(x,), then y,Ay, 
and since TCA(mod s(y)+) is finer than P1 , then each member of (8)-l(x,) is P, 
related. 
If P is a partition for T(ol) with P = {P(q): 7 E nodes(T(ol))}, then O*(P) 
denotes {O*(P(v)): 7 nodes( T(a))}. 
Let CS, = {CS,(q): 7 E nodes(T(ol))) b e a cross section for the partition P of 
T(E). We say CS, is &ransformabZe iff CS,(q) = (01~ ,..., o~q} and I$@,) = &bs) 
and c&) f 0 # all (i.e., b, , b, E support( implies e(olj(bl)) = e(aj(b,)). 
If C’S, is a &transformable cross section for the partition P of T(a), we denote 
B(CS,) the set je(CS,(~)): 7 E nodes(T(ol))) where e(CS,(~)) = {&&r,..., 
&g(e>-l} and C&,(T) = {a1 ,..., a,}. This is well defined since CS, is ktrans- 
formable. 
LEMMA 4.26. Using Notation (4.25) we have 
(a) If P is a partition of T(U), then O*(P) is a partition of T(p). 
(b) If 0’: I, s ./&‘O(G; A, B; C) -++ Ir g &O(G’; A’, B’; C’), where 0’ is 
0 restricted to Is , is in normalized form (i.e., O’((a, g, b)) = (f(a), w(g), h(b)) 
where f : A -++ A’, h: B --2+ B’, and w: G * G’ is an onto homomorphism) and 
CS, is a CYOSS section for the partition P of T(a), then CS, is B-transformable and 
B(CS,) is a CYOSS section for the partition B*(P) of T(P). 
Proof. It is not difficult to verify Definition 4.14 (l)-(3) for 0*(P) which 
proves (a). 
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We next verify (b). If &J,) = @a) (i.e., f(b,) = J&J) then w(C(b, j a)) L: 
w(C(b, > a))(~(o) = 0) f or all a and b,Ab, or there exists a: E A such that 
zu(C(b, ) u)) = w(C(b, ) a)) E 6’. If s = (a, I, b,) we have ((Qs) = C/b, : 68) 
and ((Qs) = C(6, , a). If 01 E TRANS-CS(B) and b, , b, E support( then by 
efinition 4.16(d) ol(b,)((b,)s) = a(b,)((b,)s or a@,) C(b, ) a) = 01(&) C’(b, f a)- 
We have shown (woi)(b,) w(C@, , a) = (z~ol)(b,) w(C(b, , a)) and ZU(@(~, i LZ)) = 
W(C(b, I 6~)) in G’, so (wol)(b,) = (wol)(b,) CS, is B-transformable and B(C5,) is 
defined. It is not difficult, but very tedious, to verify that B(CS,) satisfies 
Definition 4.18 (l)-(2). 
This completes our proof of Lemma 4.24. 
~Eb1M.k 4.27. && satisjies Dejkition 3.10. 
Pmof. Let 8, S, T, (N$}, 7 etc. b e as in Lemma 3.10. Let 01 = {(N’j : 
J E Reg-JqRkM(T)))). If a = Nl ,..., N, let /3 be defined as in Notation 4.25. 
y Corollary 4.23 the normal subgroup spread p = (&hi,)> E K(T) iE T(,B) has 
a cross section for some partition. Lemma 4.26 implies that T(P) has a cross 
section for some partition if Z’(a) h as a cross section for some partition since 
0’: 1, + 1, can always be put in normalized form by [4, Proposition 7.2.51. 
he hypothesis of Definition 3.10 and Fact 4.24 (c) and (d) imply T(E) has a 
cross section for some partition of T(a). This proves Definition 3.10 for K$ by 
taking M, =: &NJ), SO p = (&N& = (P+!>). 
We next proceed to verify Definition 3.17 for .K4 , 
No~~~~o~ 4.28. Let 8: S ++ T be an epimorphism and JE Reg-&(S) and 
Reg-y(T) and let 0 have kernel N on the maximal subgroup 
eg-f(S)) E K4(GMJ~(T), S, RLMGM,d). Let a = ((ND)> and for 
notational ease let 01 = N 1 ,..., Nm ~ Let & = ~~~~~(J, 6, N) and zJ2 = 
RLVGlWJ,8. Let T(a) be taken with respect to S/( J, G, IV> and let ~a = Ifiz(NJs...i 
#&Nm). T(a,) has a partition with a cross section because (XD] E ~~(~~~~,(~)~ 
S, 4,) using Fact 4.24(e). See the proof of Lemma 4.23. 
LEMMA 4.29. Using Notation 4.28, assume 
If T(ol,) has some partition z&h a cross section, 
then T(a) has some partition with a cross section. 
Then (4.30) implies that Ke satisfies Definition 3.17. 
(4.30) 
PYOC$ Let a1 = #i(N&..., &(NnZ) with & = ~~~~~~(~, 6, N). Let - be 
taken with respect to +i so for J+ E Reg-~(RLMGM(j; 6, N)) j+ is the unique 
minimal f-class contained in +;“(J+), J# E Reg-y(S). Strike out all terms from 
cl, not of the form &(raT,) with iVQ C j+ for some J”” E Reg-~~~~~~~~~~~, 6, IV)) 
and denote the resulting sequence by CL’~ = K1 1 .. . . r;‘, . 
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{No} E K,(GM,(T), S, $J implies T(o/~) has a partition with a cross section 
using Corollary 4.23 and Fact 4.24( e since setting 01 = (03 with (O,> determined ) 
by &l{D,} = {iv,} and setting ,8 = 01s atisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 4.23(e). 
Equation (4.30) implies that T(ol) has some partition with a cross section and by 
the proof of Lemma 4.26 (with 0 there equal to $~r here) T(ol,) has some partition 
with a cross section and by Notation 4.24(d) and Corollary 4.23 T(a’,) has a parti- 
tion with a cross section so {Ki) E K,(GM(J, G, N)). Defining (N’,} by 
3q{Ki} = {iv’,: D E Reg-2(S)} E K,(GM(J, G, N)(S), S, #r) it follows from 
the definition of 01’~ that A$, 2 NJ, for all J# E Reg-y(RLMGM(J, G, N)). 
This proves Lemma 4.29. 
It suffices to verify (4.30). We proceed to this task. 
DEFINITION 4.31. Use Notation 4.28 and let a, 01s be given. Let Jo s 
A!‘O(G; A, B; C) and (J’)O E &‘O(G’; A’, B’; C). Let 6t be the natural map 
0,: B -+ B’ induced by 0. For each si E z,!~~(S)l choose sfi such that &(s’J = si . 
Then 8”: nodes T(a) + nodes T(ol,) is defined as follows: If 77 E nodes(T(ol)) 
then e*(q) E nodes( T(x)) with 
(see Fact 4.32 below). 
Fact 4.32. Using Notation 4.31 we have 
(a) 0”: nodes( T(a)) -+ nodes( T(ol,)) is a well-defined map and 0,(+) C 
(e*(T))@ for all 7 E nodes(T(ol)). 
(b) Let P = {P(v’): 7’ E nodes(T(ol,))} be a partition of T(ol,). Let 
V(P) = {Q-l(P)(O*(,)): 7 E nodes(l”(cx))} where W(P)(B*(T)) E 6 is the parti- 
tion on T# given by xl 6x, , iff 0,(x1) P(O*(q)) O,(xJ. 
Then V(P) is a partition of T(a). 
Proof. If b E B, s E Sr, and 6s E B, then &(bs) = B,(b) 6(s) E B’. (However, 
if b E B, s E S, and bs $ B, it still might happen that B,(b) e(s) E B’.) From this 
it is not difficult to verify (a). (b) is straightforward since it is straightforward, 
but tedious, to verify Definition 4.14 (l)-(3). 
This proves Fact 4.32. 
Notation 4.33. Let S # (0) be a GM semigroup with distinguished 
ideal I, g &(G; A, B; C). Let H be a supergroup of G, i.e., G is a subgroup 
of the group H. By S(G, H) we denote the GM semigroup whose elements are 
(S - I,) + &O(H, A, B; C) = (S - Is) + I (where + denotes disjoint union) 
and I is an ideal and multiplication for S(G, H) is defined by 
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(i) s c S(G, H) is a subs~m~group of S(G, M) whose zeros coincide, 
(ii) 1 is an (~-mental) ideal of S(G, H), 
(iii) ifs E S - 1, ) x = (a, h, b) E I, then 
s * (a, h, b) = (sa, s(a) . h; b) 
and 
(a, Iz, b) * s = (a, h (b)s, bs)7 
where is multiplication in H and s(a), sa, (b)s, b s are defined just as in S. TX,s 
defkes S(G, N). 
Clearly S is a subsemigroup of S(G, N) and Is is a subsemigroup of I. 
of I. S(G, G) = S and RIAl(S(G, H)) = ~~I~(S~. Intuitively, S(G, M) is S 
with the maximal subgroups of Is - fOj expanded from G to pd. 
Let cx = iv, ,...: AC, be a sequence of normal subgroups fof maximal s~b~~o~~s~ 
of ~~~~(S~. We can consider T(E) which is the same with respect to S = SfG, G) 
or S(G, E-r). Let P be a partition for T(z). Clearly, if P has a cross section with 
respect to S(G, G), then P has a cross section with respect to S(G, 
converse is not at aXI clear. See, however, Lemma 4.37 for an importa 
case. 
Using Kotations 4.28 and 4.33, let P be a partition for T(a,) and let &-I( 
the partition for T(a) given by Fact 4.32(b). 
Let T’ = GM,,(S) and let s’ = GM(J, G, N)(S) and let the d~s~~~~~~sh~d 
ideal of T’ be IT. s k’O(G’; A’, B’; C’). And J0 z AQ(G; A. B, G). We can 
assume the epimorphism JO -++ 1,~ is in normalized form (see Lemma &26(b) 
but we mmot assume that the partial homomorphism Jo - (1’)” is in normalized 
form (see, however, (4.35)). Also G/iV < G’. The next lemma is one of the 
critical steps in the verification of Definition 3.17 for I$ . 
Pw$ Let P = (P(T): al E nodes T(ozJj be a partition fear T(a,). Let C§, =: 
(CS,(~): 7 E nodes(T(a,))> b e a cross section for the partition P of T(aa). Let F’ 
denote &l(P) defined by Fact 4.32(b). Let CS, = {CS,(q’j: 7 E nodes(IF(a))) 
with P’ = (P/(7’): 7 E nodes( T(E))} where C&(7’) is defined as foliows. By 
Fact 4.32a, if F’(q’> I- 7, then B(s(T’)+) _C q#. For 6, , b, E s(y’)X &P’($) 6, ifI 
(7) @(b,). Let x, ,... , Xr be the P’(v’) eq.uivalence classes, S = A(?‘)+, 
X = XI + ... + X, . Let Y = s(q)+ and let Yr ,..I, Y,s be the P(q) equivalence 
classes, Y = Yr + ... + 17, . There exists a one-to-one map j such that 
8(X,) c Ytci) for each 1 < i < r. By renaming Yr r . . . . Y, we can assume P .<I s 
and @(Xi) c Yi for 1 < i < r. Let CS,(?j) = (c+ r..., a,] with Support(Cllj) = Yj 
for E < j < s. The ~pimorphism Jf = GMJ& sf S onto T’ i 
bomomor~b~sm when restricted to 3, rna~p~~~ J0 e &P(G; A, 
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1rt g J&‘O(G’; A’, B’; C’). It is well known that there exists 01: A + A’, /3: R-+ B’, 
W: G -+ G’, w an into homomorphism with kernel N, h: A + G’, S: B --+ G’ 
so that for (a, g, b) E J, 6(a, g, b) = (a(a), X(u)%(g) S(b)-I, p(b)) and if 
C(b, a) + 0, then C’@(b), a(a)) = 6(b) w(C(b, a))h(a). (See [4, Proposition 7.2.5b]). 
Define CS,(q’) = (/3r ,..., /IT} where 
(Notice /3$ takes values in G’ not ~ec~ss~~i~~ n G/N < G’.) 
We claim CS, is a cross section for the partition P’ of T(a) with respect to 
S*(G/N, G’). We must verify each & E TRANS-CS(B) and Definitions 4.18 (I), 
and (2) hold. 
If (a, g, b) E J, s E S, bs E B, then for notation we write (d,g, b)s = 
(a, g((b)s), bs). Since the epimorphism Jo --++ 1,, can be put in normalized form 
so that it corresponds to (a, g, b) -+ (a, gN E G/N < G’, b) then for S’ E S”, 
(a, 0, 4 E -fs* > bs’ E 4 (a, gN 6 s’ = (a, gN((bWY bs) = (a, gt(b)+% bs), 
where s -+ s’, s E S. Hence in S*, ((bfs’) = ((b)s)N E G/N < G’ fox any s -+ s’. 
IfbEB,sESandbsEB,then 
S(b) . asp = (Gus Z/J(S)) * S(bs) where . is multiplication in G’. 
(4.36) 
To verify (4.36) we simply compute $((u, 1, b)s) and #(a, 1, b)$(s) which are 
equal since # is a homomorphism. (a, 1, b)s = (a, ((b)s), 6s E B) and 
$((a, 1, b)s) = #(a, ((W, W = (44, 4W4W WY, B(W). $(a, 1, W = 
(44, ~WV-J)-~, P(b)) so #(a, I, &(s) = (44, ~(WWY, /W)) $(s) = 
(~(a), h(a)-1S(b)-1(/3(b)) #(s)), /3(b) 4(s)). Thus h(u)-h((b)s) S(bs)-l = h(a)--lS(b)--L 
((P(b))(W) in G or w((b)s) S(bs)-I = S(b)-l(@(b)) 16(s)) and (4.36) holds. 
We next verify ,& E TRANS-CS(B). G’ rven b, , b, E Xj and b,s = b,s i: 0 we 
must show ~~tbl}(ttbl~s)N~ = ~jtba)t(tb~)s)N). BY (4,351 ~j(b~)t(tb~~~s)N) = 
~jt~tb~~~ Stb~)(ttb~~s)N) = ~~(~tb~>)Stb~>~(tb,>s) which by (4.36) equals ~j(~(b~~) 
((~tb~~) W) *tb~s~* B y assumption b,s = b,s # 0, so S~b~s~ is independent of k 
since /3(&J E Yj for K = 1 and 2 and Q+ E TRANS-CS(B’). Hence ~~(b~)(((b~)s)~) = 
/3j(b,)(((b,)s)N) and j$ E TRANS-CS(B). 
By very similar arguments Definitions 4.18 (1) and (2) can be verified. For 
example if bdj E Xj , /?(bgj) E Yj , b,,s E Xr,, then 
with the last equality following from (4.36). S ince Definition 4.18 (1) holds for 
aj there exists x E G’ which is independent of i such that 
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ence ~~(b~~s) = ~~(~(b~~S))~(j~~S) = X(~j(P(bir)))i(Pf6ij))Ks))sibijs3 = ~j~~(j~~) 
~(~b~~)s)~~ by using (4.35), (4.36b), and (4.36~)~ respectively, verifying Defini- 
tion 4.18 for CS, . 
This proves Lemma 4.34. 
ROTATION AND DEFINITIONS 4.38. (Preliminaries for the inductive definition 
of P,,(T(cx)),) Let S f (0) b e a semigroup with Idistinguished ideal 1, LOW 
dP(G; A, B; C). Let 01 = AT, ). . . , IV, be a finite sequence of subgroups of 
RLiW(S). 
We say P is a partition on the nodes of T(a) or a q~~~a~t~t~on of T(S) iff 
P = (P(v): r E nodes( T(a))} and P(T) is a partition of s(7)* for each 7 E nodes~T~~)~~ 
Let qr be a node of odd depth of T(X) and S(Q) = X and consider the branch 
of the tree Q + QS = ?a which corresponds to X -G Xs. Let ~~(~~) =-PI be a 
partition of sQ?# and Iet P2j~a) = Pz be a partition of s(Q)$-;- 
(a) If 3, , x2 E S(Q)+ and xrs f 0 f x2$ so xls, xzs E s(~>* and xIPzxz 
is true but +Q’axzs is false, then replace Pa by the partition of s(Y#+ I”, which is 
obtained from the partition Pa by unioning the equivalence classes Pa[xrs] and 
P2[xns] and leaving the other classes as they were in P, . 
If P and Q are partitions (or equivalence relations) on the set X, we write 
P < Q ill! x12Jx, implies x&x2 . Clearly Pa < P’, . By replacing Pa by P’a we can 
see if the hypothesis of Definition 3.38(a) holds. If it holds we obtain Pg ~eq~~~~~~ 
(I”& etc. Since Pa < P’, < Pi this procedure stops after a fir&c number of 
steps with Pp). Pi and P 2) clearly satisfy the following ~ond~t~o~s. 
~.38(a)(l). If xl , x2 E s(Q@ and xls f 0 # x2s and x3Pl.vs ) then 
x&Dp’x,s. Also Pa < Pi”‘. 
We next introduce the following procedure. 
438(b). If Xl? XzES(%F and xs # 0 # xas so x,s, x2s E S(Q)* and 
xsP$n)x,s is true but xlPrx2 is false, then let .Pr’ be the partition obtained fronn the 
partition PI by unioning the equivalence classes PJxr], PJxa] and leaving the 
other classes as they were in PI . 
Clesrlv PI < P’1. By repking PI by P’, m-e can see if the hypothesis of 
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Definition 4.38(b) holds. If it holds we obtain Pl (equaling (P’J), etc. Since 
P’, < P’, < PT this process stops after an infinite number of steps with Fjm’, 
Pi”) and Pp) clearly satisfy the following condition. 
4.38(b)( 1). If x1 , X, E s(~i)* and X,X # 0 # xas so xis, xas E $(~a)# and 
xlsP~)xZs, then x,P~~)x, . Also PI < Pim). 
Recalling Definition 4.38a (1) and the inductive definition of Pp) (as P1 to P’, 
to P;‘, etc.) it follows that Definition 4.38(b)(l) is equivalent with 
We introduce the following notation. 
If P = {P(q): rf E nodesfir(o is a quasipartition of Z’(a) and 6 = (7% , $, r/J 
where Q is a node of odd depth of T(a) and vi --+ Q. = qis is a branch of the 
tree T(U), then P .6J denotes the quasipartition P . Q = {P . O(q): 7 E nodes( T(a))} 
with P .0(v) = P(T) if 7 # Q , ~a and P * U(Q) = Pim), P . O(Q) = P.j$ if 
PI = P(Q), Pz = P(Q), and Pi”), Pp) are given as before. 
Suppose 71s is a node of even depth and consider the branch of the tree 
r/s --& 7aNi = v4 . Let e> = ei be the unique idempotent in iVi . Let P,(Q) = 
P8 be a partition of S(Q)* and let P4(q4) = P$ be a partition of S(Q)+. 
We can repeat Definitions 4.38(a) and 4.3X(a)(l) with Q = ~a, ?a = Q, 
Pr = P8, Pz = P4, and s = e$ to obtain Pa and Pp) and 
4.38(c)(l). If x1 , Xa E s(Q)* and xlei # 0 # zaei and ~$‘axa , then 
xleaPis)x,ei . Also P4 < Pp). 
In Definition 4.38(a) we can let qr = r/d , 7s = Q , s = ni E Ni (so s(Q)%~ = 
S(Q)*), and PI = Pp) and Pz = Pp), and when the hypothesis holds obtain 
Pp) and Pp)(%‘). Continuing by using Definition 4.38(a) with q1 = Q , Q = Q , 
Pz = Pp)(la’), and when the hypothesis holds obtain Pp)(n’) and Pp)(n’)(n”). 
pp, < p~mz’) < p~w)( rap1 so after a finite number of steps the process stops 
yieIding P4*, a partition of S(Q)+, which satisfies 
4.38(c)(2). If x1, x2 E S(Q)* and n, E NC , then x1%, xgfli E S(Q)+ and 
x,P*,x, iff x~~~P*~~~n~ . Also Pe) < P*, . 
To see Definitions 438(c)(l) hold let Ppl = (PJF), Pit”] = PfQf”‘), Pp] = 
P$Q(a’)(rt”), etc. Definition 3.38(a)( 1) implies that if x,Py]x, , then xln,Pf+lh,ni . 
By the definition of P*, it follows that P*, = Pyl with the hypothesis of 
Definition 4.38(a) never holding when 71~ = Q , Q = Q, PI = Pz = Pf+) = 
P*4, and s equals any element of Ni . Equivalently, xlP*,x, implies x,n,P*,x,n, 
for all xi, x2 E: s(Q)# and ni E Ni . For x E S(Q)*, xn& = XQ = x so x,n,1P*4xzn,1 
implies xlP*,x, . Clearly n;r is an arbitrary element of Ni so Definition 4.38(c)(l) 
holds. 
We next apply Definition 4.3X(b) with Q = Q, ?a = Q , s = es , PI = P3, 
Pp) = P*‘, to yield Pi”) and P*, . Denote Pp) by Ps” SC k”:, .< Pa*. 
following condition holds. 
4.38(d)(l). If xl, x2 E s(Q)# and x,e, # 0 J; xzei so xj,ei ) x2ei E S(Q)+ and 
“$iP~“x 2 * ) then X~P~A3z2 . e 
Taking into account Defnition 4.3~(c)(~) and Ppj < P4 (so if x1 , x2 E S(T# 
and x1&$ f O :;i- x,e, and xlPsx, , then xIei.P4xzei) and the inductive definition 
of PaA (as FS to P3/ to P;l, etc.) we find Definition 438(d)(L) is equivalent v&h 
the fohowing condition. 
We introduce the following notation. If P = (P(q): 7j E ~od~s(~(~))~ is a 
quasipartition of T(a) and 8 = (r/s , IVi , Q), where 7s is a node of even depth 
of T(n) and y/s -+Ni Q is a branch of the tree T(cl), then P .8 denotes the quasi- 
partition P - B = (P . fl($k 71 E nodes(~(~)}~ with P . O(9) = Pjq) if 7 f Q , vie 
and P . c1(?j7a) = P3 A if ~(~~) = Pa and P * O(7Q = P*,% if P(Q) = P& _ 
DEFINITION 4.39. (An inductive definition of 43,,(T(a)).) Let OF be the 
collection of ail (Q , S, TV) or (Q , Ni , Q) for T(a) introduced in Definition 4.38. 
Clearly OF is a countable set or OP = (6Jtl, ,6b2) , Bfsi ,.-.I~ Let .F be the i~lfinite 
sequence Qi:f , Ooj , a,,, ,C?Q) , Of3j , 0;s) ) v-f = QI ~ 0, ) E& >.+. . Clearly each 
member of 0, occurs infinitely often in the sequence. 
Let PO be the quasipartition of T(a) defined by PO = {PO{?): 17 E nodes T(U))] 
with Pa(~) = TC24 (mod S(T)+). Let PI = PO ‘0, and PWcI = Pn I CO,+., 1 
P&Pl:P4)2<P93<*.* so for each ‘TT E nodes(T(a)) there exists s = n(q) 
such that Pi,(q) is ~~de~ende~t of k for k 3 a(~). We denote the v&e of Pk(?c!r> 
for sn~ciently large K (i.e., k 3 ~~~)) by P(q) and write iim .Pg = P = 
{P(r): 71 E nodes(T(ol))). Clearly P is a quas~~a~t~t~o~ of T(a), 
PRX$ Let Em, Pi = P. We claim P . @ = P for all 0 ECQP e %I 0 = 
isz , YP rd and fi 3 +d, 4~) then WI,) = Pd~z), Pld = ~&d. 1% can 
also choose k so that Ok = B (since Q occurs infinitely often). By definition of h, 
Prc+l(Ta) = .Pk(QJ for a = ;L”, y so P .8 = P. 
Since PC < PI < .*I < Pk < a.- <P and P.G=P for all .!!IEO~ and. 
~e~n~t~o~ 4.3~(a~~d)(~) h Id 0 5, it follows easi!y that P satisfies Definition 
414 (I)-(3) or P is a partition of T(E) and thus ~~~~~~~)) < P. 
If Q is any partition of T(a) then PO < & by Definrition 4.14 (I). Using 
Definition 4.14 (Z)-(3) if Pi < Q, then PC-O =~forallO~QJZr,~HenceP~ <Q 
for a11 j and thus P < Q. In particular, P < PIt”:,(T(c?l)) so P = PII(T(a)) and 
Proposition 4.40 is proved. 
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We now give the proof of Lemma 4.37. Let CS = {CS(y) = {aj($: 1 <j < 
~(7)): q E nodes(T(ol))} b e a cross section of P,,(T(cx)) with respect to S(G, H). 
It suffices to show for fixed v and j that the nonzero values of ad(r): B -+ Ho all 
lie in one coset hG of H/G(cosets) = (hG: h E H} (G need not be normal in H) 
since one can left multiply the values of CK~ by Iz-i without changing aj . See 
Definition 4.16(a). Equivalently, it suffices to show 
If for fixed 17 and k, if ~~~~)(~~~ f 0 # ~~~~~(~~) for 6r, 6, E B, 
(4.41) then there exists g f G so that (~~(~)~~)~g = (~~~~}~~~)). The
element g depends on 7, j, 4, and b, . 
(Even though (all) is defined only up to left multiplication by h E H, with h 
independent of i, these assertions are clearly well defined.) 
We proceed to verify (4.41). Q(V)(&) =# 0 + &?)(bz) implies biP,,(Z’(o~)) 6, 
since CS is a cross section for ..?n(T(a)). Thus let (4.41)(j) be (4.41) b~kt with 
b,.P$b, added to the hypothesis where Pf is as in Definition 4.39. By Proposition 
4.40 (4.41) holds iff (4.41)(j) holds for all j = 0, 1,2,... . We verify (4.41)(j) by 
induction on j. The key idea of the proof is tlzat ((b)s) E G for all h E B, s E S, 
bsE:B. 
We verify (4.41)~0). If blobs (mod S(T)@), then there exists an s so that b,s = 
5,s = b f 0. ~4~1 E TRANS-CSW so (~k(~)(bl))(bl)s) = (~k(~)tb~))((b~)s) and 
olk(T)(bl) = ~~~~~~)(b~))((~~)s)~(b~)s)-l and ((b,)s)((b,)s+ E 6. The argument extends 
to TCA (mod s(y)@) so (4.41)(O) holds. 
We assume (4.41)(j) h o Id s and we must verify (4.41) (j + 1). Let Pj * QJ.+l = 
pii-1 * Then we have two cases. 
cm I. co,, = (71 > s, 172)’ 
Case II. @j+l = (Q, Nip 34. 
Assume Case I and consider the passage from Pzto Pi as in De~it~on4.3~~a~ 
with xi = 6, , x, = b, , and ~~~~(~~) = P5(v1) = PI and A$‘~x~ , xis + 0 f xs, 
and ;v,s not P2 related to xas. By induction if xlPzxS and ~~(~~)~b~) #=0 f 
q&~1)(b2), then there exists g E G so that (~~~~~)(b~))g = (~~(~~)(b~)). Both Pz , 
P’, < P = P,,(T(a)) and, since CS is a cross section for S(G, XZ), Definitions 
4.18 (1) and (l)(a) hold for CS with respect to P,,(T(ol)) and S(G * H). By 
Definition 4.18 (l)(a) for CS with respect to P,,(T(ol)) (> Pk for all k) and 
S(G, H) we have 
44dWKW = ~ddh)~ 
~(~khx4J>m)s) = ~khX%S)~ 
for some x f H. But since Pj(~l) = Pj&ql) = PI and (4.41>(j) holds we have 
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or (cck(yJ(bZs))g’ = cf,(~)(b,s) with g’ E G’. ehition 4.38(S), and Case II 
proceed similarly (but it is very tedious) showing that (4.41)(j + i) holds. This 
verifies (4.41) and proves Lemma 4.37. 
Lemmas 4.34 and 4.37 imply (4.30) which implies that Definition 3.17 holds 
for I& . We have thus shown that Definitions 3.3, 3.10, and 3.17 ali hold for AYa 
If cs = {CS(?j) = &(7): 1 < j < T(T))) is a cross section for the partition 
P = (P(q): 17 E nodes(T(a)) of T(U), then ~~(7) E T~~~~-C~(~) and support 
(o+(q)) = Xj is a c!ass of P(T) and A x G x Xi is normal&able to zeros and 
ones by Fact 4.17, P(T) > E’A(mod s(q)+) by Definition 4.14 (I), so if Z is 
a class of TcA (mod s(y)+) th en A X G X Z is normahzable to zero5 2nd ones. 
Clearly then k x G x S(T)* is normalizable to zeros and ones. 
%t then follows easily that KS(S) 2 f&(S) so i3, < 0, . 
This proves Theorem 4.20. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We write gKj as 6, where Kj forj = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the kernel systems introduced 
in Section 4. We have shown O,(S) < B,(S) < &3(S) < Be(S) < #&S) for a41 S. 
LJsing 8, < i$LG our main achievements in tkis section are to construct 
counterexamples to Conjecture 1.8 and to the cherished Conjecture 1.3, 
We require some known results which we now state. 
Quoted result 5.1. (T&on [17]). Let S be a noncombinatorial semigroup 
with two nonzero $-classes. Then #G(S) is 1 or 2 and #G(S) = 2 iff the 
following holds: 
(5.2) So has three $-classes J1 > Jz > , J, is O-simple, and JZa,O s 
J&‘O(G; A, B; C) with G f (1) and there exists a subgroup H # (I), H C JI 
such that .H has an orbit X on B (i.e., XH = xN = X for al! x E X) and 
A x G x X is not normalizable to zeros and ones (i.e., E(A x G x X x (0)) 
is not combinatorial by [2]). 
Bmof. See [17]. 
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Quotedrtmdt 5.3 [13]. (a) Let ys denote the set of all $-classes of S that 
contain nontrivial groups. Let Jr ,..., JI1. be maximal members (in the $ class 
ordering of S) of J$ , and let e, ,..., e, be idempotents chosen from Jr ,..., J, , 
respectively. Define the subsemigroup T = U (eaSej: 1 < i, j < g]. Such sub- 
semi~oups are called ~@~uc~~~s of S. Then jYG(S) = #,(7’), 
(b) A useful corollary is the following. If fs has a unique maximal 
member, J, and e2 = e E J, then #o(S) = Jtlc(ese). 
Quoted result 5.4. (Rhodes [8-10; 18; 191). 
(a) If S --t-t,, T, then #G(S) = #&T). 
(b) A special case of (a) is #o(S) = #&S(I)) if I is a combinatorial ideal 
of S. Actually (a) and (b) arc equivalent by [4, Corollary (9.3.4)]. 
(c) #o satisfies (2.2)-(2.5) 
(d) Let #1(S) be the largest 92 such that S -33 GM1 -++ ~~(G~~~ --2+ 
GM, ++ ~~~(G~~) +?- **a -++ GM% ++ ~~(G~~) where GM< is a GM 
semigroup # (01 for i = I,..., n. Then #o(S) < #r(S). (Note #r = BK, with 
K defined in Remark 4.3.) 
(e) Let #%(S) be the largest K so that there exists Jr > **I > Jh with Jj 
a noncombinatorial y-class of S (i.e., Jj is a $-class of S containing a nontrivial 
subgroup of 5’). Note #a(5) is the length of the longest chaim in $s . Then 
#z(S) z #l(S) 3 #G(S). 
Proofs For the proof of (a), the so-called “Fundamental Lemma of Com- 
plexity,” see [8-10; 18 ; 191 
For (b) see (4, Corollary (9.3.4)]. 
For (c) see [4, Chap. 6; 161. 
For (d) see [S]. It is not difficult to verify #c(S) < #r(S) proving (e) and 
Result 5.4. 
D&4ssion 5.5 (of Conjecture 1.8). 
Result 5.3(b) implies Conjecture 1.8 under the additional hypothesis that gs 
has a unique maximal member. 
We show that Conjecture 1.8 is in genera1 faIse so Result 5.3(b) can be viewed 
as a weaker version of Conjecture 1.8 which is true. It is known by the author 
(unpublished) that Conjecture 1.8 is true for semigroups with three or fewer 
nonzero $-classes. Our counterexample to Conjecture 1.8 has four nonzero 
y-classes. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 5.6 (to Conjecture 1.8). We construct S, a four nonzero 
(five with zero) y-class nonregular GM semigroup. 
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By definition the unique Q-minimal ideal JiO of S is regular z~d JIO g 
~O(~~ = (+I, q, A = (ax ) a2 ) a, ) a,, LPL) u*z, a*& B = {17 2,3,4, I’, 3’), C) 
where (if Cf denotes the transpose of C) 
By definition S is GM J; {I) with distinguished ideal 1,” so we can write 
(by taking the right regular representation) all members of S as 
monomial matrices M with coefficients in Z,O = ({-+I, 01, -> which are “‘iinked” 
with some A x A row monomial matrix M’ with coeficients ia ZszOt Le., MC = 
C&f’ for some M’ depending on M. The element zero corresponds to the B x B 
zero matrix and fg)Gb E JI corresponds to the B X 63 matrix &I with 
unless 6, = b and then M(b, , b) = C(h, , a>g E Z2Q, 
Let t, g, , g, be the B X B row monomial matrices with coeikients in Zzff 
given by 
(notice the -1 in the (I’, 1) position), 
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1 2 3 4 1’ 3’ 
1010000 
2001000 
3000100 
g4=4 1 0 0 0 0 0’ 
1’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3’ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
t is linked with t’, g, with gs’, etc. where t’ is the A x A column monomial 
matrices with coefficients in Zzo, etc., given by 
al a2 a3 a4 a*, a*2 a*3 
01 0000000 
a2 0000000 
a3 0000000 
t’ = a4 0000000 
a*1 -1 0 O-l 0 0 0 
a*2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
a*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and tC = Ct’, 
al a2 a3 a4 a*, a*2 a*3 
al 0000000 
a2 0000000 
a3 0000000 
g3’ = a4 0000000 
a*1 0000010 
a*2 0000100 
a*3 0000001 
and g,C = Cg3’, and 
a, a, a3 a4 a*, a*2 a*3 
al 0100000 
a2 0010000 
a3 0001000 
g4’ = a4 1000000 
a*, 0000000 
a*2 0000000 
a*3 0000000 
and g,C = Cg,‘. 
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By definition S is the subsemigroup of RM(B, Z,) (the semigroup of ali 
B X B row monomial matrices with coefficients in Zzo = ((& 1) 01, .)) generated 
by g, , g, , t and (the right regular representation of )JIO. Every member of S 
is linked with (a unique) A x A column monomial matrix with coefficients in 
Z,O. Uniqueness follows since Jr0 is GM. 
It is easy to verify that gag, = g,gS = 0 and g33 = g, , g,j = g, so (g, , gS2 = 
e3 = ea2) is the cyclic group of order 2 and (g4 , ga2, ge3, g8? = e3 = e,2> is the 
cyclic group of order 4. Also tgs = 0 = g,t. 
S bas the following 6, A?, -@, Z-class structure: 
13: 2, , e3 1 
J4: 2, , 242, g2, g4j = e4 I 
12: t tgs tg4” t,“43 > 
23t &k-4 g3t242 23t243 
1 2 3 4 1’ 3’ 
a1 i 1 0 0 O 0 
02 0 1 1 0 0 0 
I,:: 001100 1 0  
a*1 0000I0 
a*2 000001 
a", 000011 
Ja G Z, , J4 G Z, , Ja is nul1 with 1 point -Z-classes, &Z-classes, 295classes. 
These relations are implied by the following: ez2 = e3 , eajz = j, for all j, E Ja 
and e,a*j = a*? for j = 1, 2, 3 and l’e, = I’, 3’e, = 3’, whilejae, = 0 for all 
j2 E 1, : e3aj = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, xea = 0 for x = 1, 2, 3, 4, and e3zq === 
ez4e3 = 0. Also e42 = e, and j,e, = j, for allj, E Jz and e,a, = ai forj = 1, 2, 3, 4 
and xeq = x for x = 1, 2, 3, 4, while e4jz = 0 for all jz E ]?, , e4a*j = 0 for 
j = 1, 2, 3, and I’e, = 0 = 3/e,. 
Each 0 # s E S has exactly one of {e3 , 4 e > for a right identity and exactly one 
(perhaps different) of {e3, 4 e > for a left identity so the T defined by 
equals S, i.e., S is its own reduction. 
We write T ,( S ifi T is a subsemigroup of the selmigroup S. For X C S 
we write <X> = (x1 ... x,: m > I, x E X for 1 < j < 7721 for the subsemigroup 
of S generated by the subset X of S. 
PRoPosrrIoN (5.7) (Counterexample to Corrjecture I.$). Let S be as de&&I 
in ~~~~t~e~a~p~e. Then 
#G(S) = 2. (5%) 
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Pyoof. We first consider (5.7b). If ea = e E Jr, then eSe = .??a0 and 
#&-20) = 1. If e = 0, then $fG(eSe) = #o(OSO) = #c(O) = 0. If e2 = 
e $ Jr0 then e = e, or e, and so to verify (5.7b) it suffices to prove #o(ejSej) < 1 
for j = 3 and 4. 
We note e$3es < J3 u JI U (0) < S and e$‘e& < J4 V Jr u (01 < S. Thus 
(5.7~) implies (57b). 
To prove (5.7~) it suffices to prove that both Ja u I2 U J1 U (0) = T3 < 5’ 
and J4 v Ja U Jr v {Oj = T4 < S have complexity < 1. Since the unique 
maximum of j$, is Ja , (5.3b) implies #o(Ta) = #,(eaT,e,) = Ja u e.Jiea u (0) 
e&e, sz ~“(-GI (al*, a2*, ~“1, U’, 3’h-Q and 
1’ 3’ 
a*, 1 0 
Dt = a*2 0 1 
a*3 1 1. 
The semigroup e,Te, has two nonzero +9-classes so Result 5.1 applies and gives 
#,(e,T,e,) = 1 and we have shown #o(TJ = #,(e,Tse,) = 1. Similarly 
fYG(T4) = #~(e*~*e~) = 1 proving (5.7b) and (5.7~). 
We next verify (5.7a). By Result 5.4(e) #o(S) < 2 and it suffices to show 
d4(5’) 3 2. It is not difficult to show that 04(S) 2 2 iff ({l), J3, J4} $&(S). 
(Notice RLM is one-to-one on J, and J4 and ~~~(~~) is combinatorial so 
({I), ]a, JJ is a well-defined normal subgroup spread of RLM(S).) 
We assume, by way of contradiction, that ((I}, Ja , ]a} E K*(S). Let S = 
z2 , J3 , J4 and let T(s) d enote the tree given by Definition 4.13 for 6 with 
respect to S. Assume that some partition P of T(6) has a cross section. Consider 
a portion of the tree T(S), 
l’=qr- J, 1’3’ = ‘it-43 13 = -qs ---f% 1234 = ri4 , 
Display (5.1) 
The set {I, 2, 3,4) is one equivalence class of TCA (Mod{l, 2, 3, 41). The set 1’3’ 
is one equivalence class of TCA (ModC1’3’)). By definition l’t = 1, 3’t = 3, so 
using Definition 4.14 (1) and (2), any partition P for T(8) is such that S(Q)+ 
is the unique equivalence class of P(7J for i = 1, 2, 3,4. 
Since (1,2, 3,4) is a class of TCA (Modjl, 2, 3,4}) and C({l, 2,3,4], A) _C 
(0, 11, it is easy to verify (using the proof of Fact 4.17) that L\: = <a(&),-.., C&J) E 
TRANS-CS(B) and support(a) = {I, 2, 3, 4) implies a(!+) = 0 if bj # (1, 2, 3, 4) 
and ~(1) = a(2) = ~(3) = a(4). 
Similarly, p E ~~~~~"~§~~) and supp0rt@) = (L’, 3’) ifI /I = @(b,),.... 
p(bs)> with &bi) = 0 if b, 6 (I’, 3’) and P;l’) = #I(3’). 
If CS is any cross section for a partition P of T(S), then CS(q,) = (!I), 
CS(qJ = {a>. 
Since l’t = I, (1’)t == -1 (the --I is the milka1 part), J’t = 3 and @)t = 1, 
the2 ~e~nition 4.~~~~)~a) for yz +S y3 implies y = (I,..., yjb,)) with 
y(b,) = 0 for iij $ (1, 3) and ~(1) f r(3). 
This is a contradiction so ((I), J3, J4) $ K(S), B,(S) >, 2 and Proposition 
5.7(a) is proved. This proves Proposition 5.7. 
We next begin preliminary constructions building tloward a counterexample 
to Conjecture 1.9. 
We first define a semigroup T as follows. By definition T is a GM semigroup 
with distinguished ideal Jo s JP(Z, I A = (aI ) a, , a8 , iz, ) CX&*~, a*, , a*,), B == 
{l, 2, 3, 4, I’, 3’1, &I) with a,0 = ((j&O, .> and (where Gi denotes C transpose) 
H 2 3 4 1’ 3’ 
a1 -1 1 0 0 0 Cd 
Qz 0 1 I 0 0 0 
C” z$ 
0 0 1 I 0 0 
-10 0 10 0 
a*, 0 0 0 o--I 0 
lP2 0063001 
a*$ 0 0 0 0 --I 1. 
Letg and t be t&B x Brow-monomialmatrixw~~~coeffciennts ~~~~de~~e~ by 
1 2 3 4 1’ 3’ 
1010000 
2 0 O-1 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0-r 0 0 
g==4 1 0 0 0 0 0 
I’ 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3’ 0 0 0 0 3 0 
and 
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Let g’ and t’ be the A x A column-monomial matrices with coefficients in 
Z20 defined by 
al a2 a3 a4 a*1 a*, ax3 
a1 O-l 0 0 0 0 0 
a2 0 O-l 0 0 0 0 
a3 0 0 O-l 0 0 0 
g’ = a4 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a*1 0 0 0 0 O-l 0 
a*2 0 0 0 O-l 0 0 
a*3 0 0 0 0 0 O-l 
and 
al a2 a3 a4 a*1 a*s a*s 
a1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a2 0000000 
a3 0000000 
t’ = a4 0000000 
a*l -1 0 O-l 0 0 0 
a*2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
a*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 
Then t is “linked” with t’ and g is “linked” with g’ via C, i.e., tC = Ct’ and 
gC = Cg’, as is easily verified. 
Let RRM(B, 2,) d enote the semigroup of all row monomial B x B matrices 
with coefficients in Z,O. As before each (a, g, 6) E Jr corresponds (via the right 
regular representation) to M(a, g, b) E RM(B, 2,) with M(a, g, b) = n/a and 
M(b, , b,) = 0 unless b, = b and then M(b, , b) = C(b, , a)g E Z,O. M(0) = 
0 E RM(B, 2,). 
By definition T is the subsemigroup of RM(B, Za”) generated by M(JsO) u 
(t, g>. Clearly if d E T there exists a unique d’ E CM(A, Z,O) (the column 
monomial matrices with coefficients in Z,O) “linked” with d(i.e., dC = Cd’). 
2, E (g) = (g, g2, g3, g4 = e, = ea2} and e3 is the identity for T or Z, E (g} 
is the group of units of T. gt = tg2 so g2t = t and t, tg, tg2, tg3 are four distinct 
elements and {g?gj: ;,j >, l} = {t, tg, tg2, tg”}. The local structure of T is 
(g>r z4 units 
g4 = e4 identity of T 
1 2 
t, tg2 tg, tg3 null and j H 1 = 2 
KERIXEL SYSTEMS 
1 2 3 4 I 3’ 
a, -1 1 0 0 0 0 
% 0 1 1 0 0 0 
% 001100 
a, -I 0 0 I 0 0 
aI v 0 0 0 O-l 0 
a2* 000001 
as* 0 0 0 O-1 1 
and/T! =4+4 + 2 .6 .7 + 1 = 93. 
We define S = (Z, = (x)) + AP(T, {a’, h’, c’j, {a, b, c>, 0) where I 
denotes disjoint union and 
a 6 c 
g e3 
F)t = t gT8 ; e3 
cl e3 e3 g 
so g” =- e, ~ the identity of T, and by definition ax = b, bx = c, cx = a, 
(a)3 = e, at (a, 6, c> and xa’ = c’, x6’ = a’, xc’ = b’ and x(/3) = e, ) /3 E 
(a’, b’. 6’). 
The locai structure of S is 
J1: (x> Ez -&3 units 
a b c 
g e3 
J2: 5’ e3 : es 
coefficients in Z, = (g) and 
gg = e3 the identity- of T. 
c’ et3 e3 g 
;I 
null 
regular 
0 
where J3 is a null ~-class which equals 
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or the Z’-class at the (x, i), (j, ,z> entry is (x> x Hii x fz) with HII = {t, tg”> 
and I&, = {tg, tga>. 
Jdo equals A”(.& = (ktl), .), {a’, b’, 4 X (aI , a2 , a, , aB , a*1I a*2 , a*s3, 
(~2, b, c) x {l, 2, 3,4, l’, 37, F) with 
n b c 
a’ (D(a, a’) - C)t (B(b, a’) * C)t (D(c, a’) . C)$ 
Ft = b’ @?(a, b’) ’ C)t (D(b, b’) * C)” (D(c, b’) . C)t 
e’ (l&z, E’) . C)” (cab, c’) * C):>” (Dfc, c’) e Cji 
where . is matrix multiplication. This follows since P((a’, ;), (j, b)) = 
F((j, b), (a’, i)) = (j) D(b, a’) C(jD(b, a’), i) and (II@, a’) . C&, j) = 
(D(b, a’) . C)(j, i) = (j) D(b, a’) C(jD(b, a’), i). 
By direct computation 
1 2 3 4 1’ 3’ 
aI 1 0 O-l 0 0 
“z 1-l 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 0 0 0 
(g * cy EYE M 2 2 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 
ax1 0 0 0 0 o-1 
a% 000010 
a*3 0 0 0 0 z-1 
SO 
This completes the definition of S. 
LEMMA 5.8. (a) #G(S) < 3. 
(b) #o(Jx + Ja + 0) = 2 
(c) Let Gi be a maximal subgroup of a regular $-class Jj of S fir i = 1, 2, 
and 4. RLM is 13 on Gl and Gz and ) R.L.M(G,)] = 1 and ((I>, N, IJ Gz , 
.iV= 9 Gl> is a ~el~-de~~d normal s~bg~~~ specad of am. It{(l), N, 4 Gz , 
NI Ij Gl> E f&(S) tfzen .X2 4 2, a 2, = Gz and A$ = (31 a 2, = Gl . 
(d) Let R = GM(Jz > Gz = 2,) Z,)(Z, -I- Jz + 0). TJzen #,(R) = 2 = 
B,(R) = B,(R). 
(9 ADDS) 3 3 
F) #G(S) = 3 
64 #dJs -I- Jd + 0) = 1. 
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Prooj. (a) Follows from Remark 5.4(e) since clearly #%(S) = 3, 
We next verify (b) by using Tilson’s esult 5.1. The orbit (I, @)I1 = 
Ifi 1, a), (1, b), (I, c)) and Ft restricted to this orbit is (in part) 
(1, 4 (L4 (1, 4 
(a’, 4 1 -1 --I 
(c’, a,) -1 -1 1 
which is clearly not normalizabie to zeros and ones since it contains 
1 -1 
-1 -1. 
pplying Remark 5.1 yields (b). 
We next verify (c). If Nr # (I}, th en IV1 = 6, = Z, which implies the 
orbits S,Za , with 6, E {I, 2, 3, 4, I’, 3’) X (a, b, cl, are normahzable to zeros and 
ones by Fact 4.17. 
We have seen above that (1, u)Za is not normalizable to zeros and ones so 
1V~ = (1). 
If iV2 4 Z, < Z, = 6, is false, then PJz = Z, = Ga and we can assume 
((I), 6,) (1) 4 Gl) E &(A’). If d equals the sequence ((I>, G, , (1) (j GI, then 
T(A) denotes the tree given by Definition 4.13 for LI with respect to S. There 
exists some partition P of T’(d) with a cross section since by assumption ((l>, 
G2 > (11 e G;> E K&9 
Let e = (a’, e3 ) b) E S. Then eB = e and eSe z T via the isomorphism 
(a’, t, 6) +-> L since e, is the identity of T and h>(b, a’) = es I 
Consider the portion of the tree T&I) given by 
= ‘13 - (1,2,3,4) X (b) = 74 
Display (5.2) 
with G, = Z4 so (a’} x Z, x (b) is a maximal subgroup of RUM(S) contained. 
in ~~~(~~). By using the same argument employed just after Display (5.9) 
in the proof of Proposition 5.7 we conclude that if P is any partition of T(A), 
then S(Q)* is the unique equivalence class of P(Q) for i = 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
Using arguments very similar to those given after Display (5.1) in the proof 
of Proposition 4.7 we can conclude the following. If CL E TRANS-CS(P*), 
/I* = (I, 2, 3,4, I’, 3’) x {a, b, c}, support(a) = {I, 2, 3,4) x {6>, then c”, = 
<a(E,),..., (b,,)) with a(bi) = 0 if b, $ {I, 2, 3, 4) x (b) and (~(2, 6) = a(3, b) = 
01(4, b) # ~(1, b). If /3 E TRAITS-CS(P*), support@) = (l’, 3’) x (b), and p = 
<P(&),..., ,B(b,t)), then /3(bJ = 0 if b, 6 {l’, 3’) x {b) and p(i’, b) # ,@(3, b). 
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If CS is a cross section for the partition P then CS(qa) = fl and CS(qJ = 01. 
Applying Definition 4.18 (l)(a) and (2) to r/a -+@ r/*, e = (a’, ea , b) (and 
recalling that CS(7,) = a) yields that if CS(ra) = y = (y(b&..., y(b,,)), then 
r(bJ = 0 if bi $ {I, 31 x {b) and ~(1, b) # ~(3, b). 
Since l’t = 1, (l’)t = -1 (the -1 is the critz’calpmt), 3’t = 3 and (3’)t = 1, 
then Definition 4.18 (l)(a) for qa -+(a,t,b’) ~a (and recalling that CS(qJ = p) 
implies ~(1, b) = ~(3, b), a contradiction. Thus G, 4 2, a 2, proving (c). 
The proof of (d) is an easy application of Result 5.1 and 0, < o4 < #o . The 
proof of(e) follows from (c) and (d); (f) follows from (a) and (e) and 0, < #o . 
The proof of (g) follows from applying Result 5.3(a) and then applying 
Result 5.1. In detail let (a’, t, b) = e = e2 E Ja . Then it is not difficult to prove 
that 4Jz + J4 t W r <g> + J + 0 < Tad #dJ2 + J4 + 0) = #d(g) + 
J + 0) by Result 5.3(a). Result 5.1 implies that #G((g) + J + 0) = 1 since a 
of J is normalizable to zeros and ones. This proves (g) and Lemma 5.8. 
We can now construct our counterexample to Conjecture 1.9. 
DEFINITION 5.9 (of counterexample to Conjecture 1.9). 
Let 2, = ({fl}, .) and 2, = (x) = { X, x2, x3 = l}. Let S be as in Lemma 
5.8 with &classes Jr , Ja , J3, J4 and (0). By definition W < S x (.Z2 x Z3) 
is defined as follows. W = ((j, , l,j,):j, E Jr = 2,) u {(j, , 1, y):j E J2 , y E Z,} u 
Hj3, -1,Y):j3E53,YE2s)u((j4, Lt1,Y):j4~J4,Y~~3)~((O,1LY):Y~~3}. 
It is not difficult to verify that W is a subsemigroup of S x (2, x Z3) since 
Jl” = Jl 9 JIJZ ” JZJl ” Jz.72 c Jz > CL” .MJ3 ” J3U1” Jz) 2 J3 > J32 c J* + 0. 
Let p: W + 2, x 2, r 2, with p(s, z2, z3) = (za , x3). 
Then p is a homomorphism of W onto 2, with Ker(p) E p-l( 1, 1) = 
{(1,1,1),(0,1,l)}“{(j,,1,l):j,~J4}u~(jZ,1,1):j2~J2~~ 1 +.J2+“7,+0- 
#G(W) = NIax(#,(S), #o(Za x 2,)) = lVIax(3, 1) = 3 using Lemma 5.8(f). 
##Wp)) = #GU + J2 + J4 + 0) = #d.L + J4 + 0) = 1 by Lemma 
5.8(g). We have proved that Conjecture 1.9 is false. 
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